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Fertility From Decaying Leaves.
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There seems to be a very general feel- in bushel boxes,
sold for as much
and the Court House, a Woman's ing among those interested in the sale bushel packages
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ter are finally tabulated and the predicdone, and the next thing is something
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tionately higher price if barrelled. This only get what leisure we can between
would leave the grower about twenty- these hours. If we bold our grange
tive ceuts a barrel on the trees if located
in the day time, which is beFor
Ad advance of fifty meetings
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fashionable and proving of gencoming
cost
ceuts a barrel would, after paying
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morning
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than
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aro to
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new, where they got It and
their
when stored and the temperature and
paid for it; discuss the children,
ventilation of the storage place exactly education, dress and manners.
subaccording to instructions upon the
Farmers can learn much about their
will
ject. Under these conditions there
are worse, sometimes, than none.
day affaire. For instance, one
every
be protit in storing apples this season.— man
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plows
Don't neglect nature's warning. Mirror and Farmer.
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why he does so. One man dug leaf potahad
If your eyes tire, they call for help.
toes aa soon as the topmost
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another left his in the ground
wilted,
modern
with
tes's
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simple
The department of foods and feeding till cold weather. Ask the success of
instruments reveal the exact condi- has recently made a collection of cotton- each. There are thousands of things
seed meal offered in Massachusetts mar- that can be learned abd they all help u·
tion of your eyesight.
kets. According to Jenkins, the rules to get the average. But I will not say a
most
Don't neglect your
impor- of the Cottonseed Crushers' association word about apples. We ought not to
a minihave had a full crop of apples this year,
require "choice1' meal to contain
tand sense.
mum of β.β per cent of nitrogen equiva- but we have them and muet make the
lent to 42.2 per cent protein, and "prime" beet of It.
for
meal β.Τ per cent of nitrogen, or if from
But let us not forget the grange,
the South Atlantic states, 6.2 per cent we can get lots of information and ennitrogen equal to 38.0 per cent protein. joyment out of it. Only don't forget to
About all of the meal now offered in ask question·. How about the wood
6
43
this state is guaranteed to contain
lot? Shall we cut down and let it grow
cent nitrogen)
we pick out tho dead
per cent protein (6.88 per
up again, or shall
and J per cent fat.
and dying trees? Right from my winwere
collected
All of the samples
dow 1 can look on a fine piece of woodnoticeably low in water ranging from land, eecood growth, straight and tall,
Dealers in
5.27 to 7.80 per cent. The sample brand- and * think the owner commenoed some
cent
the
ed Dixie contained only 37.41 per
ten years ago to cut down, and
inferior. Sevbehind him look as though they
protein and is decidedly
sprouts
eral other lots scarcely met their guaran- would be large enough (or wood before
Most of the sam- he
tees of 43 per cent.
gets over the lot and he will get good
were derived from the wood to burn all the while.
collected
ples
a
had
bright
1903 cotton crop. They
But I am writing too muoh and saying
free from
ALSO
yellow color and were quite contained too little and will etop here.—D. H.
brands
of
bulls. A number
Thing in Turf, Farm and Home.
Cem» nt sidewalks made in iS and rather more "lioters" or short fibre
On the whole the
Nine out o( every ten men who milk
was desirable.
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square than
be regarded cows think nothing about the cow's side
to order. quality of meal may
made
Cements
steps
so ahe get· pulled
yard.
with satisfaction, and shows an effort on of the question, and
different way· every
South Paris,
the part of manufacturera and importers and hauled iorty
mar- time she is milked.
Juststop a minute
to place standard goods upon the
meal has now and then and give a thought to what
ket. The price of cottonseed
it could it means to the cow to be unduly pinched
Wasted.
risen steadily since 1899, when
In spite and hurt by a man with a grip like a blacka ton.
First five years of St. Nicholas Maga be bought for about 924
at pres- smith's vise. Then, when you see that
sine bound or unbound in good con of this fact, it may be considered
to the matter, pay a
ent one of the cheapest sources of pro- there are two side·
dition. Address, giving price,
as an little attention to the cow's part o( the
tein for feeding purposes, as well
EDWARD L. PARRIS, Jk.,
Paris, M· economical source of organic nitrogen. operation of milking.
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[CONTIJIUX©.]
"Gentlemen"— s:ild slie. "Be quiet,
John AilgooJ. My speech I will have,
since thou, being a man. hath not the
tongue of ont». I pray ye, gentlemen,
listen to my cause of complaint. Here
my good in:.η anil lue di<l come to this

she was 1.1 the far trout jn ibis rebellion as hi the oilier. Madam Story
was a woman so tall that she exceeded the height of many a man. and she
was clad in black and crowned with
* great hat feathered with sable like
a hearse, ami her skin w.is of a whiteloss more dazzling against the black
Her face had 1).*·η
than any color.

Virginia seven
handsome had it not been so elongated
years since, having together laid by
out of its proper Unes of
lifty pound from the earnings of an and strained
forehead was of a
inn called the Jolly Yeoman in Nor- bennty. a ml her
a smooth expanse
wonderful
height,
for
which
in
years
many
foikshire,
re- between bunchcs of black curls, and
We had run long scores with little
turn. and we bought η small portion of in the midst was set that curious patch

oppressed colony

of

land and planted tobacco and set out
trees.
"Then came the terror of the Indians,
and Governor Berkeley, always in wait
for the word of the king and doing
nothing, and once was our house burned. and we escaped barely with our
lives, and then came Nat Bacon, and
blessings upon him, for he made the

which she had worn ever since Bacon's
untimely death, it being, as 1 live,
nothing more nor less than a mourning coach and four horses, eut so cunningly out of black paper that It was

a

marvel of skill.
She stared with

scorn at the one
black woman approaching her with
the silver tray, then she turned and
beginning of a good work. And then stared at Nick Barry, sitting half overdid the soldiers, riding to meet him, so come with drink, lolling against the
trample down our tobacco fields with other. Ile cast a look of utter sheei>horse hoofs that the leaves lay in a .ishness at her and then straightened
green pumice and that crop lost. And himself and rose like the other men,
then this navigation act, which I un- and Dick Barry motioned to both of
derstand but little of except that It be the black women to withdraw, which
did. slinking out darkly, both
to till the king's pockets aud emrtg

has made our crops of no avail,
since we but sent the tobacco as a gift
to the king, so little we have got in reAnd look, look!" she shrieked.
turn.
"I pray ye look, and sure this is the
best 1 have, and me always gtfing as
well attired as any of my station In
England. I pray ye look! Sure 'tis
past iucndlugv and the stitches and the
cloth go together, as will the colony,
unless somewhat be done in season to
So saying, up she
meud its state."
fiung her arm, aud all the under side
of the body of her gown was in rags,
and up she filing the other, and that
ours,

they

with a fine rustle of silks.
Then Madam Story saluted the other
women, though somewhat stittly, and
Dick Barry, who was never lacking

certain gloomy dignity, though

In a

they said him to be the worse of the
two brothers, stepped forward. "Madam," he said, "I pray you to be seatWith that he led her with α
ed."
courtly air to a great carved chair
in which his father had been used to
sit, and she therein, somewhat molli-

fied, her black length doubled on Itself,
and that mourning coach on her forehead, was a wonderful sipht.
Then arrived Major Robert Beverly
was in like case.
one of the
Then the other woman, who was a and another notable man,
a bannaid burgesses, whose name I do to this
been
had
and
lass
strapping
of a vow
ere she came to Virginia in search of day conceal In consequence
one to that effect, and then two more.
a husband, where she had found
In fact
Richard Longman afraid not to do her Then Major Beverly, who was

almost any,
bidding and wed her, since he was as running greater risks than
of the asemail and mild a man as ever was, inasmuch as he was clerk
Mistress All- sembly and was betraying more of
with
"I
in.
say
Joined
saluted Madam
good!" she shrieked out and fiung her trust, after he had
with Dick
own buxom arms aloft with such dis- Story conferred privately
Estes and Parson
closures that a roar of laughter spread Barry and my Lord
through the hall, and her husband Downs, with this effect.
Dick Barry, with such a show of galand a protest gurgled
blushed

purple,

But at that his wife,
in his throat.
who verily was a shrew, seized upon
him by both of his little shoulders and
shook him until his face wagged like
a rag baby, with an utter limpness of
of laughter that Beeincd to shake
the roof, tliut here was a pretty man;
hpr» forsooth, was a prettv man.

pouls

lantry and seriousness

as

never was,

to forupon the three ladies
hinted
give him his discourtesy, but
liromiiy mai m an fiiiuinm»;
with so much danger It were beet that
confer
none but the ruder sex should
together, and they departed, Mistress
LouKUiuu enjoining upon her husband
α
to remain and deport himself like

prevailed

man

of spirit, and Mistress Allgood
with a sharp hiss into her
man's alarmed ear, he nodding

whispering

Mistreaa Longman
evokea enlhuainam

good

the while in token of assent.
But Madam Tabitha Story paused
on the threshold ere she departed,
a
standing back ou her heels with
marvelous dignity and waving one
of
long, black draped arm. "Gentlemen
said she in a voice of such

Here was her own husband, who let
his own lawful wife ko clad In such
wise and lifted not a finger! Yes, lifted
not a finger, and had to be dragged
Into the present doings by the very
hair of his head by his wife, and that
Yes. that was pot all.
was not all.

Then, with that, up she flung one
was
stout foot. aud. lo, a great hole
the
in the heel of her stocking, and
other, and then she flirted the heiu of
her petticoat into sight, and that was
"Look,
all of a fringe with rags.

"I tell ye,
look!" she shrieked out.
Richard Longman, 1 will have them
look, and see to what a pass that
cursed navigation act and the selling
of the tobacco for naught hath brought
is It since
a decent woman. How long
1
I had a new petticoat? How long,
the men of this
had
Lord,
V
Oh.
pray
but the spirit of the women!

colony

Virginia,"
exsolemnity as I had never heard
celled. "I beseech you to remember
has
the example which that hero who
to
departed set you. I beseech you

form your proceedings after the fashIon of those of the immortal Bacon,
and remember that if the time comes
to
when a woman's arm is needed
strike for freedom, here is one at your
service, while the heart which moves
it beats true to liberty and the great

dead."

Nick

Barry

was

chuckling

In

a

maudlin fashion when the door closed
behind her, and I'arson Downs' great
face was curving upward with smiles
like a wet new moon, but the rest were
sober enough in spite of some overina grave
dulgence, for in truth It was
matter which they had met to decide
and might mean the loss of life and
liberty to one and all.
Major Robert Beverly turned sharply

women were
upon me as soon as the
me civilly enough,
accosted
and
gone
esthough the memory of my convict
tate was in his tone. "Master Wingfleld," said he, "may I Inquire"—
"Sir," I replied, for 1 had so made up
in the cause,
my mind, 'i am with you
and will so swear if my oath be consid-

Had but brave Nat Bacon lived!"
With that this woman, who had been
foi
perchance drinking too much beer
her head, though she was well used
and
to it. burst into a storm of teurs
cried out ered of sufficient moment."
sprang to her feet and
I know not how proudly and bitterin a wild voice like a furious cat's:
but Major Beverly
And why do ly I said that last,
I
with
say!
ye.
"Up
looked at me, and a kindly look came
do
And
why
and
parley?
ye stop
he
to sail? into his eyes. "Master Wlngfleid,"
ye wait for my Lord Culi>eper
of auy English genword
"the
said,
the
of
not
afraid
I trow the women be
And I could
with ye. tleman is sufficient."
governor, if the men be! Up
have blessed him for It and have ever
and this very night cut down the
for my taking adand cheat the since had remorse
young tobacco plants
of an old
vantage of his dark closet
to
but
who
reigus
of
England,
king
for the hiding of the secret of the
love
the
for
cares
Who
rob his subjects.
cares foi ammunition.
governor of Virginia ? Who
Then as we sat there lu a blue cloud
the king? Up with ye, I say!"
which the
With that she snatched a sword from of tobacco smoke, through
in a green bayberry candles gleamed fainta peg on the wall aud swung it
could not overcome
circle of flame around her head, and ly and which they
breath of burning,
what with her glowing eyes and with their aromatic
up of the
the
rooting
for
and
locks
!he
burning
black
plot
streaming
was discussed In all Its
beauty of cheeks and catlike shriek young crop
of voice, she was enough to have made bearings.
I wondered somewhat to see Major
the governor and even the king himself quail had he been there, and all Beverly and still others of the burgesstheir
the time that mild husband of hers es who presently arrived placing
vainly at her gown. But lives in Jeopardy with men of such
was

plucking

the men only shouted with laughter, standing as some present. But a comand presently the woman, with a sav- mon cause makes common confidence,
chair and It might well have been, hang one,
age glare at them, sank Into her
again and Mistress Allgood went up to hang all. Major Robert Beverly spoke
her and the two whispered with handThen
some. fiercely wagging heads.
Drinking Ircuon to the king
entered another woman, after a clatter
and success to the rebels
ot horse's hoofs in the drive, and she
all
the
that
compelled
had a

presence
except one to their feet, though
there was about her that foolishness
which. In my mind, doth always hammen

per the extreme of enthusiasm.
This woman. Madam Tabltlia Story,
was a widow of considerable property,
owning a plantation and slaves, anil
ene hid, as was wvn ku.>..fi, gone
mad with seal in the c:::v of Nathanwith
iel Bacon and had furnished him
money, and would herself have fought
But
for him had she lieen allowed.
Bacon, though no doubt with gratitude Tor her help, had, as I believe is
the uinial case with brave men when
*'t about with adoring women, but
Httr·· liking for her. It was, In faith,
she
a curious sight she presented as
entered that hall of Barry Upper
Branch with the men rising and bow-

ing low and the other

women

eying

deflaut glares as of
the defense and half
with admiration and comradeship, for
her,

half

with

respectability
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ccch was,
it sou.e length, aud Lis
to my mind, boili wise aud

wording

discreet, though prubal.ly somewhat
nfiauicd by his own circumstances.
The greatest store of tobacco of any
ane lu the colouy had Major Itobert
Beverly, and a fair young wife who
loved that, which the proceeds could

And as he spoke there was α
buy.
great uproar outside aud the tramp
of horses and jingle of swords and
of horse came
Vpurs, and a whole troop
riding into the grounds of Barry Upof those lu the
per Branch. And some
hall turned pule and looked about
for un exit and some grasped their

ewords and some laughed knowingly,
and Major Beverly strode to the door
and behind liiui Pursou Downs and
Captain Noel Jaynes and the Barry
brothers and eonie others, and I,

pressing close, and there was a half
whispered conference between Major
Beverly and the leader of the horse.

Then

Major Beverly

turned to us.

"Gentlemen," l.e said, "I am assured
that In ca:u? cf :t rising we have naught
to leur fi-.-.rs the militia, who are. In

like case v. I.Ii the otLer sufferers from
the priwi edinrs of the government, being ubcait lo l.e «"shanded in arrears
•it tl.eir p;y. Cm emcn, I am assured by Captain Thomas Marvyn that
his men s.re with ns in heart and purpore. and tin»*.:; h they may not help
unless the worse come to the worse.

t!:cy will not hinder."

Then such a cheer went u;> from the
conspirators in the hall of P.:;rry Upper
Branch, and the troop of lurse outside, its it seemed, might have been

heard across the sea which divided us
from that tyranny which ruled us. and
Xivk Barry shouted to some of his
blaek slaves, and presently every man
of the soldiers was drinking cider
made from the apples of Virginia, and

with it treason to the king and success to the rebels.

CHAPTER XV.

Ii

HAD not formed my plan of
taking part In the coming Insurrection without many misgivings lest I should by so
doing bring harm upon the Cavendishes. But on discussing the matter
in all its bearings with Major Robert
Beverly, wiiou. I had ever held to be
a man of judgment, lie assured me
that in ills opinion there could no
possible 111 result come to such a household of women, especially when the
head of It was of such openly avowed
royalist leanings. Unless, indeed, he
admitted, the bringing over of the
arms and the powder was to be traced

to Mistress Mary Cavendish.
This he said not knowing the secret
of his lirst wife's tomb, and I feeling,
as indeed I was. an arch deceiver.
But what other course is left open
to any man, when he can shield the
one he loves best In the whole world
only at the expense of some one else?
Can he do otherwise but let the other
suffer and even forfeit his sense of plain
dealing? I have lived to be an old man,
and verily nothing hath eo grown in
the light of my experience as the Impossibility of serving love, except at a
loss, not only to others, but to oneself
But that truth of the greatest importance in the whole world hath also
grown upon me, that love should be
served at whatever cost. I cared not
then, and I care not now, who suffered and wlio was wronged if only
that beloved one was saved.
I went home that night from Barry
Upper Branch riding a horse which
Dick Barry lent me, on learning that

I had come thither without one, though
not in what mud fashion, and Sir
llutupbrey roue witn me unm our
roads parted. Much gaining was there

that night aftec_ we left; we leuviug
the Harrys and my Lord Estes and
Drake and Captain Jaynes and many
but
others Intent upon the dice,
Humphrey and I did not linger, I having naught to stake and he having
promised his mother not to play.
"Sometimes I wish that I had not
so promised my mother," he said, looking back over his great boyish shoulder
as h«> rode ahead, "for sometimes 1

think 'tis part of the estate of a man
to put up stakes at cards and to win
or lose us beseems a gentleman of Vir-

ginia and

a

cavalier.

But,

sure.

Harry,

man's mother is not
Indeed she
when I reher face at
sight of the
great house; but faith, Harry, I would
love to win In something; if not lu
For,
hearts, in a throw of the dice.
eure, I am a man grown and have
never had my own will in aught that
a

promise to

a

to be broken lightly, and
doth ask me every night
turn late, and I shall see
the window when I ride in

lies near my heart."
With that he gave a great sigh, and
I, striving to cheer him aud indeed
loving the lad, replied that he was but
young and there was still time ahead,
and the will of one's heart required
often but a short corner of turning.
But he was angry again at me for
tlu'.t, and cried out I knew not, for all
I was loved in return, the heart of
certain maid as well as he who was
and spurnnl his horse and
rode on ahead, and when we had
come to the division of the road, saluted me shortly and was gone, and
the sound of his galloping died away
In the distance, und I rode home alone
a

despised,

meditating.
And when I reached Drake Hill

a

white curtain fluttered athwart a window and I caught a gleam of a white
arm pulling it to place and knew that
Mistress Mary had been watching for
me 1 cannot say wnn wnat rapture
aud triumph aud misgivings.
It was well toward morning, and Indeed a faint pallor of duwu was in
the east und now and then a bird was
waking. Not a slave on the plantation
slumber
was astir and the sounds of
So I
were coming from the quarters.
horse In staborrowed
my
myself put
own
ble and theu was seeking my
the hall,
room, when, passing through
from a
a white figure started forth
shadow and caught me by. the arm,
She
and it was Catherine Cavendish.
I being
the
to
forth
porch,
me
urged
bewildered und knowing not how, nor
her.
indeed if It were wise, to resist
Hut when we stood together there, in
now
that hush of slumber only broken

and then by the waking love of u bird,
two
and It seemed verily as If we
sense
were alone in the whole world, a
me. I
of the situation flashed upon
turned on my heel to re-enter the
house. "Madam," I said, "this will
If you remain here with me
never do.

your reputation"—
"What think you I care for my reputation?" she whispered. "What think
caunot do
you? Harry Wiuglield. you
be
this monstrous thing. You cannot

l'ost to all honor as to let my sister—
You cannot, and you a convict"—
Then indeed for the first time In my
life niul the hist I answered h woman
as if she were a man and on an equal
footing of antagonism with me.
"Madam," I replied, "I will maintain
my honor against your own." But she
seemed to make 110 account of what I
so

said. Indeed I have often wondered
whether a woman when she Is in pursuit of any given end can progress by
other methods than un ant, which
hath 110 power of eircuitousuess and
will climb over a tree with long labor
and pain rather than skirt it if It
come in her way. Straight at her purshe
pose she went. "Harry, Harry,"
said still In that sharp whisper, "you
will not, you cannot—she is but a
child."
Then before I

could reply out ran
Mury Cavendish herself and was close
at my side, turning an angry face upon
her sister.
"Catherine," she cried out, "how
dare you? I am uo child. Think you
that I do not know my own mind7
How dare you? You shall not come
between Harry and me! I am his before the whole world. I will not have

it, Catherine!"
Then Catherine Cavendish, awakening such bewilderment and dismay in

me as I had never felt, looked at her
sister and said In a voice which I can
hear yet, "Have thy way then, sister;
but 'tis over thy own sister's heart."
"What mean you?" Mary asked

breathlessly.

"I love him!" said Catherine.
I felt the hot blood uionnt to my
head, and 1 knew what shame was. I
turned to retreat. I knew not what to
do. but Mary's voice stopped me. It
that
rang out clear and pitiless with
pltilessness of a great love.
"And what is that to me, Catherine?"
she cried out. "Sure It is but to thy
shame if thou hast loved unsought and
confessed unasked. And if I had ten
thousand sisters and they all in love
with him, as well they might be, for
there is 110 one like him in the whole
world, over all their hearts would I
miss me for
go rather than he should
but a second If lie loved me. Think
make a
fou that aught like that can
difference? Think you that one heart
of
;an outweigh two and the misery
one be of any account before that of
three?"
Then suddenly she looked sharply at
her sister and cried out angrily:
"Catherine Cavendish, I know what
'Tis but another device
this means.
You
You love him not.
to part us.
hated him from the first You

have

have hated him, and

he

is.no

more

Catherine wildly weeping

Hood's

wbicb we take email account of
and yet wbich may be a recompense tc

own

them?
Early that morning the news spread
that Colonel Kemp of the Gloucester
militia and a troop of horse and foot
bad been sent secretly against some
plant cutters In Gloucester county whc

bad arisen before us and bad taken
some twenty-two caught in

prisoners

The news of the sending
came first, I think, from Major Robert Beverly, the clerk of the assembly,
who had withheld the knowledge for
some time, Inasmuch as he disliked the
savor of treachery, but being in bis
the act.

cups that night before at Barry Up'Twas Dick
per Branch out it came.
Barry who told me. I fell in wilb
him and Captain Jaynes on the James•'Colonel
town road that morning.
Kemp hath ridden against the rioter»
in Gloucester with foot and horse, by
order of the general court, and Beverhath been knowing to it all this

ly

time," he said gloomily.

Then he added that a man who
served on two sides had no strength
for either, and one who bad raised his
hand against Bacon had best been out
But Captain
of the present cause.
Jaynes swore with one of bis broadsides of mighty oaths that 'twas best
as 'twas, since Beverly had some influence over the militia, and that lie

was safe enough not to turn traitor
with his great store of tobacco at
stake, and that should the court proceed to extremes with the Gloucester
plant cutters such a Harm· would leap
to life in Virginia as would choke Hug
land with the smoke vf it» burning.
We knew no more than the fact of

the sending, but that afternoon eamc
riding into Jamestown Colonel Ivemp
with a small body of horse, having left
the rest and the foot in G loutres: et
there to suppress further disorder, ami
with him, bound to their saddles, s >ui
prisoners, glaring about

guilty than you be. 'Tis but a trick
to turn me from him. Fie, think you
that will avail? Think you that a sister's heart counts with a maid before
her lover's? Little you know of love
anil lovers to think that."

to my great astonishment,
since I had never seen such weakness
In her before. Catherine Hung up her
hands before her face and burst Into
such a storm of wild weeping as never
was, and fled into the house, and Mary
and I stood alone together, but only

Then,

might be, regardless of thostf ovei
and under him, and one who saw
when It behooved him to do so, uno

was blind When It served his own
ends, even with the glare of a happening in his eyes. And many considered
that he was in England when it seemed for his own best good without regard to the king or the colony, but
that matters not, at this date.

In truth, his was a ticklish positionbetween two flres. If he remained in
Virginia it was at great danger to
himself, if lie sided not with the Insurgents; and. on the other hand, there
was the certainty of his losing his governorship aim ins ian«.s, and perhaps
his head, if lie went to tobacco cutting
with the rest of u<. lie was without
doubt butter o.ï on the high sea. which
is a sort of neutral place of nature, beyond the reach, tor the time, of mobs
unless one falls In with u
or

scepters,

biack tlag.
At all events, o(T sailed my Lord Culas
peper, leaving Sir Henry Chicliely
lieutenant governor, and verily lie
weathermight as well have left a
cock as that well intentioned but pli-

Give him but a head
wind over lil*i and he would wax
the
fierce to order, and well he served
but
government lu the Hacon uprising,
back
leave hii:i to his own will and
and forth he swung with great bluster,
but no stability. None of the colony,
awe
least of all the militia, stood in

able gentleman.

of Sir Henry Chicliely, nor regarded
of auhim as more than a figurehead
had
thority when my Lord Culpeper

set sail.
the
The morning, of the day after
whom
sailing, the people of Jamestowu
to meet on the road h id

one

happened

strange expression of countenance,
skilled in
and I doubt not that a man
as truly
such matters could have read
of those
the signs of an eruption
forces of human passion in the hearts
the
of men us of an earthquake by
forth of smoke aud fire from
a

belching

1

1:1

jr-

uid soul was I i:i iLi.> cause auJ gave
as I had longed to do
for the cause of Nathaniel Bacon.
But Mary met me at the northern
loor, which opened directly on a locust
thicket and was little used, and stood
before me, with her beautiful face as
R'hite as a lily, but a brave light in her

myself the relu

ïyes.
"Where go you, Harry?" she whis-

pered.

Then I, not knowing her fully and
fearing lest I disquiet her, answered
îvaeively somewhat about hunting and
Some reply of that
Sir Humphrey.

tenor was necessary, as I was. besides
my knife for the tobacco cutting,
irmed to the teeth and booted to my

But there was no deceiving
middle.
Mary Cavendish. She seized both my
tiands, and I trow for the minute in
that brave maiden soul of hers the selfishness of otir love
with me.
The troop
to

w&y

on

passed

as

well ae

their

prison

i

<7

"1 pray tliee. uarry. cut down the tobacco on Laurel Creek lirst," she whiskered. "as I would were i a man. Oh,
I would 1 were a :n.m! Harry, promise me that thou wilt cut down tirst
the tobacco on my plantation of Laurel
Creek."
But I had made up my mind to touc h
neither tiiat nor the tobacco on Drake
[Iill, lest in some way the women of
the Cavendish family be implicated.
"There be enough and more than
>nough for tonight." I answered nnd
Evould have passed, but she would not
et me.

ίοογ

on as never was, and the pri>
had been then and there tori
from their horses and set free had I:
not been for the consideration thai
might ruin tin·
undue

precipitation

But the sight of human blood shod in
righteous cause is the spur of tin
brave and goads him to action beyond
all else,
l^uite silent we kept when
that troop rode past us on their \vu>
a

prison, though we were a gatherbest
ing crowd not only of some of the
of Virginia, but some of her worst and
most uncontrolled of indenture white
slaves and convicts; but something
there

have

must

been

in our

looks

which gave heart to those who rode
bound to their horses, for one and
then another turned and looked back

at us, and I trow got some hope.
However, before the night fairly fell,
twenty of the prisoners, upon giving
assurance of penitence, were discharged, and but two, the ringleaders, were
committed and were In the prison.
The twenty, being somewhat cravenhearted. and some of them indisposed
wounds, were on their ways home-

by

Hellish thirst for it.
While I was ready as ever to die for
Mary Cavendish, and while the thought
of her was as ever in my inmost soul,
yet that effervescence ot warlike spirit
within me had rendered me not forgetful, but somewhat unwatchftil of a
word and a look of hers. And for the
time being that sad question of our
estates, which forbade more than our
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"Harry," she fried so loud that I
feared for listening ears, "if you cut
sot down my tobacco, then will I
myself! Harry, promise me!"
No love nor fear for me was In her
th"t en?yes as she looked at me. only
thusiasm for the cause of liberty, and
[ loved her better for It. if tu-.t could
!>e. A man or woman who is but a
L)ond slave to love and incapable of

for a second, for Mary, also casting a ward when we were afield.
We wulted for the moon to be up.
glance at me, then about her at the utthat night.
ter loneliness and silence of the world, which was an hour later
season, and
lied in lier turn. Then I went to my I was all equipped in good
think al- was stealing forth secretly, lest any
room, but not to sleep nor to
for 1 wished Hoi lo alarm the
together of love, for my Lord Culpeper see me,
nor if possible to have any
was to sail that day, und the next household,
one aware of what I was about to do.
the
for
beginning
was
appointed
night
that they might be acquit of blame
of the plant cutting.
through ignorance, when I was met in
the threshold of an unused door by
CHAPTER XVI.
Mary Cavendish. And here will I s.:y,
KNOW not If my Lord Cul
while marveling ut it greatly, that the
which
peper had any inkling o> excitement of a great cause,
what was about to happen. calls for all the enthusiasm and bravSome were there who always ery of a man, doth, while it not for one
considered him to be one who feath moment alters the truth and eon.^ancy
his
ered his own nest with as little risk of his love, yet allay for the time
as

L

.οvos,

them with defiant faces and covert·
with dust and mire and some wit:
blood.
Something there was about that aw
ful glow of red on face, on hand 01
soaking through homespun sleeve o:
waistcoat that was like the waving
of a battletlag or the call of a trum
Such a fury awoke in us wh

twenty-two

to

the mouth of a volcano.
with
Everybody looked ut ψ* neighbor
or
either a glare of doubt and wariness
In the finders, toes, arms, and other with covert understanding, and some
that are there were who had a pale seriousness
parte of the body, are joints
u full cominflamed and uwollen by rheumatism— of demeanor from having
the situation and of
that acid condition of the blood which prehension of
in
what might come of it, though not
affects the muscles also.
acthe least drawing back on that
Suffereis dread to move, especially
(lushed and
count, and some were all
after sitting or lying long, and their
with eagerness and laughing
glowing
condition is commonly worse in wet from siieer delight iu danger aud darstolid beasts
weather.
ing, and some were like
"It has boon r. Inni» time since wo have of the field watching the eye of a
My
Hood's
Sanapurllla.
been without
it. master, ready at its wink to leap forth
father thinks he louJd not do without
Many
He has been troubled with rheumatism to the strain of labor or fury.
since he was α buy, and IIooil's Sarsapa- of these last were of oar English lathat
rllla Is the only n>i-dirinc lie can take
whom. I held in some sort of
will enable him to lake his piace In the borers,
It were
field." Miss Ada I>oty, Sidney, Iowa.
pity, and doubt as to whether
them intc
to
merciful
draw
and
Just
such a stew kettle, toi in truth muuy
of them had not a pound of tobacco
no
to lose by the navigation act and
rheumatism—no
of
Bemove the cause
had
more interest in the uprising than

Aching Joints

the muskets slacked in .Major Robert
Vet. 1
Beverly'· first wife's tomb.
tools
pray, what can men do without
and have not tools some ρ lory of theii
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1

druggists.

ltight but the longing for it is but

a

lover.
"I tell thee. Harry, cut down the
liants on Laurel Creek!" she cried
Igain. and I answered, to appease Iter,
I
jot daring violent contradiction lest
this
•oi'se her to some di'sj.crate act.
ivild. young maid with Nathaniel Baton's hair in the locket against her
ieart an I as tler.v blood as ids in her
reins, that it should come in good time,
jut that I was under the leadership of
it hers and not my own.
"Then as soon as may be. Harry,"
of
die persisted, "for sure I should die
shame were my plants standing and
he others cut; and. Harry, sure It
•ouid not be at all were It not for my
!ne gowns which the < «olden Horn
irought over from England!"
With that she laughed, and stood

wide to let me pass, but suddenly, as
[ touched her in the narrow way. her
mood changed, and the woman In her
to her
jccauie uppermost, though not
diaklng. But she caught hold of my
arm with her two little hand*

•ight

mil pressed her fair cheek against my
shoulder with that modest boldness of
maid when she Is assured of love,
Uid whispered. "Harry, If the militia
will not
s ordered <»nt they say they

Ire, but—If thou be wounded, Harry,
tis I will nurse thee, and no other,
cut all the plants that
; md—Harry,
:hou art al>le before thev come."
[to BB COHTHTOMXJ

The Oriicinnl Crndlr.
There Is, if out· comes to think of It*
mya the L<>i*.!i»n (Jueen, more conneoι ion than is At tiret apparent between
be "tret* top" anil the cradle of the
>ld refniin. with which generation lift*
;r generation ·-f babies litis been croon·
,h1 to sleep. The cradles of the ninth
nul tenth ctnturics were formed of a

of tht.· trunk of a tree, scooped
nit, with sajall holes bored at (lie
ildes through which to pass tin' corda
Jack and forth to prevent the child
,'roui falling out. The natural convex·
,ty of the w<wl on the outside enabled
the nurse to rock the infant.
The euonuv'is antiquity of the now
ibsolete cran!» is st:irtling when one
il w wicker cradle or basket
rememl
jf the time of Moses, and later it It
known ou excellent authority that tbo
[toman ha hi·» slept in cradles. These
were the predecessor» of the elaborately carved cradle» which formed so luia pnfi of the bedroom fund-

ι lection

portant
Lure

until wi'.in the last tifty years.

The StmiKth of Jfffrrton.
Jefferson Vas that one nearest to
genius u bo hus lived In the White
lie was η philosopher, a
House.
Ktatesman, t< scholar, a linguist, au
irtist and a scientist. He drew plana
is an archiiiM't. invented the tlrst fur*
row turning (Mow. and last, though nut
played on the tlddle. Ile «eut
rice from F-;aly, stieakltig it out of
Milan in hi! coat pockets, contra for*

ins:tu statut! and made the savannas
of Carolina find Georgia a source of
lie did many notable
food supply,
things. Among others, he lifted 1.U0U
pounds with * uls bare Lands and gained
lbe strong man of Aibothe title ol'

marle" in κ region where men w m
strong.—A. SI. Lewis in Metropolitan

Magazine.

The Child >liat W'aun't Vfrj rrclt/.
Two Gerr mtown women were ieand
cently calling on a new nei hbor,
while awuiU.'tg her appearand* a lltiic
bv.it
jjirl came lin.» the room, evidently
ab.iuupon the re*· ae of a doll recently
loned there. Naturally she was viewed with some curiosity, and one of the
callers, sec-ire in the child's obvloujly
tender age spelled a low voiced comment:

"Not very ρ r-e-t-t-y."
To her horror, the small innideo
paused on tne threshold and, fixing ·
contemptudQt eye upou the culprit, re-

marked, with lofty composure:
"No, not λ cry p-r-e-t-t-y, but rather
s-m-a-r-t!" Philadelphia Ledger.
Merit· on Book PafM.
If you look at any novel or other
book you will see at the foot of some
of the right hand pages either letter·
of the alphabet or numerals. Theee
numbers or initials are for the benefit
of the persons who fold the sheets Into
the required size. Sheets vary in els·
and are sometimes folded four and
sometimes eight times. Each sheet to
a section of the book, and the folder
takes section Α Γ C and so on till
the correct number of sheets is taken.
The numbers und letters will be found
on every fourth, eighth or sixteenth
on the
puge of books, tue numbers
of the
puges varying with the slxe

book.

/
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41 JO » year tf paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise 92.00 η year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All focal advertisement·
Advertisement·:
are given three conscctlve insertions tor #1.30
column. Special contract·
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er*.

Job Purrue —New type, faat pre····, (team
power, experienced workmen and low price·
com Moe to make this department of oar bnalne·· complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Not. 24.—Thanksgiving.
Dec. β.—Oxford Pomona

Grange, Sooth Parle.

Thanksgiving.
PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESIDENT.
"It has pleased Almighty 6o<I to bring the
American people In safety and honor through
another year, and. In accordance with the long
unbroken custom handed down to us by our
forefather;*, the time has come when a special
him who
day shall be set apart In which to thank
holds all nations In the hollow of hi* hand tor
the mercies thus vouchsafed to us. During the
century and a quarter of our national life we as
a people have been blessed beyond all others,
and tor this we owe humble and heartfelt thank*
to the author of all blessings.
"The year that has closed ha* been one of
peace within our own I-orders as well as between
harvests have
us and all other nations. The
been abundant, and those wh > work, whether
with hand or brain, are prospering greatly. Re
ward has waited upon honest effort. We have
been enabled to do our duty to ourselves and to
others. Never has there been a time when relighas been
more
ious and charitable effort
evident. Much bas been given to us and much
will be expects! from us. We speak of what has
been done by this nation In no spirit of boastful
ness or vain glory, but with full and reverent
realization that our strength Is as nothing unless
we are helped from above.
Hitherto we have
been given the heart and the strength to do the
tasks allotted to us as they severally arose. We
are thankful tor all that has been ({one tor us In
the past, and"we pray that In the future we may
be strengthened In the unending struggle to do
our duty fearlessly an·! honestly, with charity
and good will, with respect tor ourselves and
love to our fellowmen.
"In this great republic the effort to combine
national strength with personal freedom is being
tried on a scale more gigantic than ever before In
the world's history. Our success will mean
much, not onlv for ourselves, but for the future
of all mankind, and every man or woman In our
land should feel the grave responsibility resting
upon him or her, for In the last aualysl* this *uc.
cess munt depend ui>on the high average of our
Individual citizenship, upon the way In which
each of us ioes his duty by himself and bis

neighbor.

"Now, therefore. I. Theodore Roosevelt, Presl
dent of the United State*, do hereby appoint and
set apart Thursday. the 24th of this November,
to be observed as "a day of festival anil thanksgiving by all the people*of the I'nlted States, at
home or abroad, and do recommend that on that
day thev cease from their on Unary occupations
and xather In tfelr several places of worship or
In their homes, devoutly to give thanks unto Almighty God tor the benefits he has conferred
upon us as individuals and as a nation, and to
beseech him that In the future his divine favor
mav be continued to us.
"In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the I'nlted States to
be afllxed.
"Done at the cltv of Washington this first day
of November in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and four, and of the lnde
pendence of the I'nlted States the one hundred
and twenty-ninth.
"Theodore Roosevelt.
"By the President.
John Hay, Secretary of state."

OOVERNOR'S PROCLAMATION.
In accordance with the custom, which has pre
vailed since the time of the Pilgrims, and con
forming to the proclamation of the President, 1.
John F. Hill, Governor of Maine, hereby appoint
November twenty fourth. Instant, as
THE

Thursday,

Thanksgiving Day.
that

Sunday, Mrs. Clifford, wife of the
pastor of the M. E. church at South
Paris, spoke at both morning and evening service at the M. E. church in Bethel.
Her subject was the different
ments of the missionary work, both
home and foreign, and she proved not
Riven to the only a very interesting but Instructive
Last

ePlen^ly

I

patient drilling

Bast Hebron.
Winter la with ua again,

Bockfleld.

WMt Paris.
There *u a crowded
ïfce (Harford
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU 11 ichcol entertainment
us and it was » enccees in
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
IS8VBD TUESDAYS.
The children did etery^paj
dollar.
tod the teachers, Miss Olive C. Swett
P«ri· HUL.
tod Misa Ethel M. Howe, meritepecial
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, NOV. 22, \90A.
I •ommendation for the careful
.ESTABLISHED

depart-

Not. 10th, the Democratic vioe-preaidential candidate non-elect was 81 year·

old.

The

anaea us

reeuUwa^-o

delightful!I

fear11

8B2&·

I

I

^TheWednesday

^heel®

I

I SlThe

Friday evening, followed by a promenade! day:
with music by Bacon's Orchestra of I Merton Hammond.
Clarence Hammond.
Bryant's Pond.

■

^Gram-

Albert

^"lbner.

^h,hnicon·
NeiHe Hammond.
WHITTKMORE DISTRICT.
mSSg^I?."
Frank Briggs and family have been I KÎlnorTuêfi:
Luta Emmon·.
spending a few days with" friends and J
ouvK^WE^Teacher.
!
relatives at Mechanic Falls.
Cotton has let his mansion house!
n.n'
Bryant's Pond.

Upon
day let us suspend our usual voca
tlons, and In the church and by the β reside let »to Billy Rowe, the circus boy.
us express our gratitude to
Walter Arkett, Benj. Billings, James
Almighty God for
Quite a snow storm for the first one
the unceasing manifestations of his loving care
The roads were pretty Furnum and Harry Day weot to Gilead
and the manifold blessings which we have re- «•f the season.
I
deer bunting a few days this week, and
ceive·) at his hands.
badly drifted up this way.
The year has been one of bountiful harvests.
returned with three deer.
Prosperity has blessed both the State and the
miiion rianiauon.
Percy and Albert Bowker returned
Nation. As with grateful hearts we acknowledge
the beneficence of Him who watches over ail,
Buck died last week from from South Arm Wednesday night. AlElbridge
let us not forget the nee tv and unfortunate, but
at the age of GS.
lie leaves a bert shot a large buck with a tine pair of
by deeds of cnarlty and benevolence, give them paralysis,
wife and fourteen children. The funeral antlers, which they brought with them.
also cause tor thanksgiving.
were
The remains of Fred Tilton
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta took place from hie residence, and the
this first day of November, In the year of our
brought here Wednesday nigbt for interinterment was at East Milton.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and four and
of the Independence of the United States of
Augustus Puriugton has gone to Cup- ment, from Framingham, Mass. Mr.
America, t^e one hundred and twenty ninth. -«uptic Lake for the winter, where he has Tilton married Henrietta Cole, daughter
By the Governor, with the advice and consent of been
employed in the woods by Jack of the late Albion Cole. Mrs. Tilton
the Council.
and sister, Mrs. Lura Trumbull, accomLary.
John F. Hill.
wi oww.
wj«vu wri,
Clarence Jackson has been seriously panied the remains, and are stopping
ill for some time with typhoid pneu- with their brother, Dell Cole, where
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
monia and is not expected to recover. their aged mother resides.
The sale and entertainment at Grange
His wife Edith is also sick in bed.
is being Hall for the benefit of the Old Ladies1
Thanksgiving Sale.
Milton Plantation school
Keep Warm When Driving.
taught this term by Margaret Whiddeu Home, Thursday afternoon and evening,
Holi· lay Stock of Work Baskets.
of Bethel. She has thirteen pupils and was a decided success. Fifteen dollars
Thanksgiving Suppliée.
was
realized from the sale of small
Christmas.
is proving quite popular.
One Lot of M au.
G. A. England has recently returned articles on the sale table, five from the
New England Boys an·! Girls.
from a business trip to New York. Mr. tome-made candy table, fifteen from the
Wante«l.
Probate Notices.
and Mrs. England are spending the win- stuffed chair, which was voted to Mrs.
ft Notice· of Appointment.
Albina Cole. There were a number of
ter at the home of Surauer Sessions.
Unclaimed Deposit».
Clement Ling is at Grafton on a hunt- fine quilts, made by the ladies in town,
Petition for Discharge.
Bankrupt's
which were
A
ing and trapping expedition. He is ex- with the exception of two,
Thanksgtvlug of tire&t Bargains.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
brought by Mrs. Bartlett from Locke's
pected to return in a few days.
Notice of Sale.
William Brooks is attending Gray's Mills. The most of the quilts were sold
Thauksglvlng "'ale.
by guesses, and the sums realized from
Business College in Portland.
Then there
Miss Alice Lovejoy, teacher at North these were considerable.
Here and There.
Woodstock, is enjoying two weeks1 vaca- was the proceeds from the supper, all
amounting to about seventy-five dollars
tion at home in the Plantation.
It is doubtful if any announcement
Aliston Sessions has just returned after paying all expenses. The evencould give more general satisfaction to home from
Berlin, X. H., where he has ing's entertainment consisted of songs
the country than that made by President been
by the grange choir, Mrs. Dr. Clark and
working, for a few days' visit.
Roosevelt that John Hay will remain in
Mrs. Thad Chase is seriously ill with Mrs. G. W. Q. Perham, which were much
the office of secretary of state until
enjoyed. The farce, "That Rascal Pat,"
paralysis.
March 4, 190S>. The announcement takes
Cuvier Jackson is expecting to move was very laughable and much enjoved.
no account of possible contingencies, from North Woodstock to the home of All took their parts well both in acting
but it shows that the president foresees his
mother, Mrs. Francis Lapham, for the and looks, but Quinby Perham as "Pat"
no danger of a
couldn't be beaten. Some of the ladies
necessity for change. winter.
John Hay is likely to be recorded in hisLorenzo Hopkins' two children are ex- in town, especially Mrs. Hanno Cushman and Mrs. Dana Dudley, were intory as the most distinguished figure in tremely sick with typhoid fever.
American diplomacy, and one of the
Sumner Sessions has been putting in a defatigable in their efforts to make the
leaden in the world.
new system of water-works on his farm. fair a success for the sake of obtaining
Mr. Sessions has recently visited Portland something for the home at Norway, and
much credit is due them for their untirChina is beginning to absorb western on business.
Mrs. Chas. McGinnis is planning to go iug efforts in its behalf.
civilization. A Chinese officer is now in
Archie Felt is eick with a carbuncle
Portland, Oregon, endeavoring to secure to the Portland Hospital for treatment. back of his
ear, and other troubles.
Miss Mabel Brooks is teaching school
instructors in the art of war to go to
Alden Chase is failing slowly.
at Stoneham.
China.
Mrs. Jesse Libby of Mechanic Falls
Mrs. Annie Woodward is sbout to close
her house for the winter and go to Rum- will visit Jefferson Chapter, O. E. S.,
Nominations tor president for 1908 are
Monday evening, Nov. 21.
ford Falls.
being briskly made. Better let the subL. M. Mann's mill at the Plantation
ject alone for a few weeks. We are just has been shut down
owing to lack of
West Bethel.
out of one campaign, and willing to take
lumber and for repairs. The mill is exa litle vacation before we begin studying
Oool winds are blowing out of the west,
will
to
as
Mr.
Mann
re-open soon,
the application of the doctrine of fore- pected
Making the firesides placée of quest.
commence logging next week.
Siorter the daytime, longer the night,
ordination and predestination.
Making more costly fuel ami light.
Oxford.
'But, though the autumn takes from ue joys,
Nellie Hayden is improving but is un- It brines ut others which counterpoise.
Supposing that snow storm and wreckrtiougn It haa driven song birds away,
election
wires
had
come
to
attend
school.
of
able
night!
age
Plies and mosquitoes do more get gay."
Mr. Ε. H. Pratt has moved hie family
"Where the old time lovers flirted
into the rent vacated by L. B. Jones.
The groves have been deserted,
Slang expressions have their value,
The ladiee of the M. E. society had an
And their sparks are now concerted
but sometimes one is spoiled by being
In the psrlor by the grate.
entertainment and chicken pie supper
twisted from its original significance.
The hunters deer are stalking,
at the vestry Wednesday evening which
And the tramp Is southward walking
For instance, more or leee of the pawas well attended.
And the sewing circle's talking,
pers joke about Judge Parker eating
Puts their victims In a state."
Mr. John Stevens is quite feeble.
crow, because he is a defeated candidate.
The ladies' circle of the Congregational
Two R. F. D. routes pass through this
But in the original and expressive signifisociety met with Mrs. C. S. Hayes Wed- rillage.
cance of the term, a man eats crow when
A few days of quite good sleighing
he vote· for an objectionable candidate, nesday.
Dr. F&rris' little daughter Inez has last week.
against his judgment and his wishes, been
The fall term of our village school
quite sick with measles.
simply because the candidate is the
Rev. Mr. Ericsson was in town Wednes < jlosed Friday.
regular nominee of the party.
Moses R. Chandler goes to Boston this
day. He is pleasantly located in Foxcroft preaching there and at Dover. He aeek to spend the winter.
Port Arthur seems to be on the verge is much missed by hie many friends
A. B. Tyler of South Bethel was in
of another fall, just like the several here.
:his village one day last week.
The Missionary Society met with Mrs.
which it has already had.
Mrs. Mary A. Dow and her daughter,
Cotton Thursday.
Sirs. Hattie A. Grover, are in poor

Charles Ereklne.
John Carter.
Fonwt Keene.
Miss Lucia Weed.
Miss Mabel Gleason.
Miss Ola Hutchlna
School Orchestra

Hubert,
Sybil Ambcrly,
Laura

Roue,

2.

Selection

well planned and carried out any special mention would eeem
out of place. The teachers gave much
time and labor and the results showed
that the pupils had been responsive and
The whole affair was most
enjoyable and brought a good sum to the
treasury of the students.
The mother of Rev. F. C. Potter has
come from North Bridgton to make her
home with her son.
The schools in the Brick Building
closed Friday.
Public exercises were
held Thursday.
The academy will close its fall term

Every part

was so

appreciative.

Wednesday.
day.

Public examinations Tues-

Greenwood.
some-

what resemble the one several years ago,
when the steamer Portland was lost, although the wind was stronger and there
was a greater fall of snow at that time,
there being then nearly two feet, while
the latter storm gave us about 15 inches.
But although the snow was so deep and
heavy the hunters started out, and Alfonso Cole happened to be the lucky
man.
That was the fourth deer killed
in this part of the town so far as known
up to date.
Charles B. Brooks is again minus a
housekeeper, Mrs. St. John having gone
to work for Jesse Daniel.
A few weeks ago mention was made
of seven persons who had died in about
as many weeks, all of whom we knew in
former days. Four more can now bo
added to the list—Mrs. Lorenzo Billings, £lbridge Buck, Mrs. Hudson
Knight and Cyrus M. Buck. "Set thine
house in order; for thou shalt die, and
not live."
Scott Merrill visited here Saturday
and hunted for big game during the day,
but without success.
Report has it that Nina, daughter of
Clinton Cole, was married recently to a
Mr. Estes of West Paris; but if they
were married, whoever married them
failed to report the marriage.
And now the news comes that another
son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso
Cole the other day. They have been the
parents of four children, all boys, only
the two youngest of whom are living.
The New York World published an
election map, showing which way the
states went for president, the Republican
states being white aud the Democratic
black. By some mistake Missouri was
colored black when it should have been
white.
The New York World will
please take notice and rectify the error.
The Ilenricks brothers came to the
Bennett place yesterday and are here at
this writing. They took their mandolin
and guitar along with them, thus giving
us some tine music, several pieces being

original.

—*VV

— —

night.
days.

It has been

cypher Thursday morning.
Isn't it the duty of some

nuch wreckage caused by a single
itorm. Thousands of polos down and

a

few

visit to Greene this week.
Ralph Glover is teaching on
Hill.
was

Uebron Grange.

from her

he carried In The Precepts
Pursue,
The Money Kings, an·'. Grafting Rings, and
Common Peepu1,too;
One Standing Firm, a But-Oue Term, the Records of the Past,
And put them In the corner with our Flag's
Nailed to the Mast.
With hands ungloved he pushed and shoved a
gross of Campaign Lies,
Together with some poltt and pith about our
Country's Size.
When he had stowed away the load he shut tho

With

anniversary day

at

held with dinner and entertainment.
degrees above zero this Thursday
morning, the coldest of the season.

grin
joyous
We

warehouse door

And muttered "Whool I'm glad we're through
This

with Nineteen Hundred Four!

campaign stuff Is good enough, but It Is get-

ting worn—
tho Nail

I noticed that
and torn ;

the Lie

was

tattered

some

put away

We now have a rural free delivery
route and a telephone. If they do not
bring in any cash directly they will save
time and time is money.
Ira B. Wing, Jr., shot another deer
last Tuesday.
Benjamin Harrison Child shot one the

perplexed,

we view the next

Dedication of Lord Hail.
Lord Hall, the new laboratory for

Y> i-2c

Other pretty stocks at 25c and 50c.

Every Purchase

quet of Great Bargains

That has not had

equivalent

an

I intend
every

discount.

give stamps to
they are

to

one

whether

asked for

or

not.

in

Green

Let
a

enjoy Thanksgiving day

us

fix you out in

large variety

yourself

rare

and

arc

buy

one

If you
to

Easy and Quick!

J^oap-Making

Telephone

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner I.ye in cold
lbs. of grease, pour the
water, melt
and put
in
the
water
grease. Stir
Lye
aside to set
Pull Directions

on

SPECIAL

Every Package

Banner Lye is pulverized. The can
and closed at will, per·
may be opened
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
time. It is just the article needed
It will clcan paint,
every household.
water,
floors, marl leand tile work, soften
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe»
Write for booklet "i'ses of Bannc

CURE

THE

One lot of Hats for $1.50
Conic in and

wDr. Kings

these

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

New Discovery
/Consumption

FOR I

OUGHSand

W0LDS

price
60c & $1.00
Frce Tril1·

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

CASTORIA

fw Infants and ChadEML

The Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

*

A Hot
We

^ Jlf7Z£~

Subject

want to say a

!

word about

Herald Oak Stoves,
Herald

Cooking Ranges,

Cole's Heaters.

They nre what you are looking for. They
COLE'S HEATfull money's worth.
ERS cost from $3.25 to $10, and contain
more comfort for the money than anything
in sight.

are

J. P. Richardson,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

hereafter was entirely cured, and have
tot seen a sick day since. Neighbors of
nine have been cured of Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Liver and Kidney troubles
,nd General Debility." This is what B.
Bass of Fremont, N. C., writes. Only
Oc. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
'j 'aria, West Paris.
<

Ladies'

Specialty

-

Thanksgiving

(

iur to

<

jome
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

*r.d beautifle* the hair.
Promotes S luxuriant powth.
Kevcr Tails to Hesters Oray
Hair to Its Toothful Color.
Cure* rcalp diwiM a hilr l*lling.
Clctneei

[>ectlve of old age. Dyspepsia, Jaund ice, Fever, Constipation all yield to this
ρ erfect Pill. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.'·, South Paris, West Paris.
a

jjMgatjm* nrogim

Yew England Boys anil Girls

'en years old and over, have you a Father,
I Irother or Relative, In business for himself?
f to jou can make Fifteen Dollars (11500) βη<ι
or circular "sent on request" shows you ho w to
, take an additional Five Hundred (|VW) Dollar·*.
We hare nothing to aell, simply request you to
our letter carefully and hand same to the
! sad
lember of yonr family who Is In bnslne<s. Write
Address P. O. Bos 1878,
t t onoe for circular.

j

Τ hen Buoklen's Arnica Salve cured. It's
ji istas good for Barns, Scalds, Skin
Ε ruptions and Pilea. 25 cents at F. A.
8 inrtlaff A Co.'a Drag Stores, South
I tofton, ifiti
F iris, West Pari·.
I

^

wear

Store.

-

Sale.

pretty waist or
Thanksgiving? If so

Do you want

DOESN'T RESPECT OLD AGE.
It's shameful when youth fails to
s bow proper respect for old age, but
j ist the contrary in the case of Dr.
ι [ing's New Life Pille. They cut off
r laladies no matter bow severe and irre-

.>JB

see

·<_ AT _^·

LUNCS

of which relieved me. One
tines,
all.
gregational, Methodist and Universalist lay 1 saw.an ad. of your Electric Bitters
Good sleighing Monday morning!
churches of Hiram will hold anion serto try that. After takThe storm played havoc with the tele· vices once a month through the winter. tnd determined
j ng a few doses I felt relieved, and soon
wires.
The entire cross arm

stubborn nicer unyielding
doctors and remedies for fonr years,

106-3.

%

none

a

Furnisher,

with

NOT A SICK DAY SINCE.
"I was taken severely sick with kidmediley trouble. I tried all sorts of

developed

nothing

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

a
also secured
silver-gray
of the fox family in the samo
a short timo ago which will
! lectionthem
a good price.
>ring

;

bargains.

of them you will have

F. PLUMMER,

J.

jtratton

Γ
tt

WELL MADE, NICE
SERVICEABLE LIN-

regret.

ipecimen

A RUNAWAY BICYCLE,
Terminated with an ugly cut on the
W g of J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove, 111.

are

have

INGS and

opporRufus

The monument erected by the state
>f Maine at Andersonville, Ga., to the
] aemory of the citizens of this state who
< lied in prison there, was unveiled on
A party from
] (onday of last week.
] faine, including members of the execut ive council ana others, were present,
( rovernor Hill was unable to attend on
8 ccount of Mrs. Hill's illness.

We have

of them.

one

to select from.

These garments

Newell Hodgkine of Lamoine recenty killed two foxes with one shot while
:ruising the woods in the vicinity of his
lome.
The two young prowlers were
1 rtanding erect on their hind legs in a
ivreslling attitude when discovered and
;he crafty young hunter lost no time in

aking advantage of snch a
David Springer
unity.

much better

our new

Suits $5 to $15.
Overcoats $9 to $17.

KI LL the COUCH

DISASTROUS WRECKS.

on

for

of

one

Ban-

SUITS and OVERCOATS.

or

see

Thanksgiving

You will

five per cent discount with every cash purchase.

stamps

AND

Carelessness is responsible for many a
railway wreck and the same causes are
making human wrecks of sufferers from
Throat and Lung troubles. But since
the advent of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
îven the worst cases can be cured and
hopelese resignation ie no longer necessary. Mrs. Lois Cragg of Dorchester,
tfass., is one of many whose life was
saved by Dr. King's New Discovery.
This great remedy is guaranteed for all
rhroat and Lung diseases by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris.
Price 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free.

On Thursday the Oxford and Cumberland Pomona Grange held a very in-

/

styles,

A

GIVEN WITH

me-

lider himself invited to be present.

He and hie
Llewellyn
son, Charles H., will remove early in
December to Colorado.
West Sumner.
Mr. Geo. T. Osgood of Indiana is visitof
dance"
the
season
"circle
first
The
ing his grandfather, tyr. Geo. W.
was held in the vestry on Friday evenOsgood.
ing, Nov. 11th. There was a good atBorn, Nov. 18tb, a son to the wife of
tendance, a most congenial company and Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth.
a very pleasant evening was passed by
The pastors and members of the Con-

down, this include*
muslin and silk stocks, and the fourin-hands, regular 25c goods, several

$5.00

'—free.
The Pen η Chemical Works, Philadelphia
Co.. Boston. Mass.
Charles Richardson

approaching

chanical and electrical engineering at the
University of Maine, will lie dedicated
The building will
Not. 22d, at 2 p. m.
be accepted on behalf of tho state by
same day.
the
and
Governor Hill,
dedicatory adMany are afflicted with bad colds.
dress will be given by Hon. William T.
E. F. Child has exchanged hie driving Uobb. Every citizen of Maine may con-

A. and Edwin R.

ONE LOT marked

hem- ONE LOT Capes of good black kersey,
white
high collar and edge trimmed with

Lye

But, anyhow, It's over now, and they've been

session in the Mt. Cutler
Brighton terestingHall. Over one hundred

An all day meeting

*1.08

Neckwear.

sizes and

ONE LOT C'apee of kersey, good weight,
sateen lined, 27 inches long, high col-

NORWAY, MAINE.

He tossed beside a Point with Pride a Last
Drop In My Veins;
Tho Nation's Hope he tied with rope and bore
within his arras
To where there loomed a mournful lot of Viewing with Alarms;
A eholce array of Despot's Sway and Here We
Take Our Stands
He wrapped In rolls of No'jle Sou's anil Honest
Horny Hands.

Until,

parGrange
took of one of Hiram's best dinners.
On Thursday, Mr. Marshall L. Wadsworth of Somerville, Mass., formerly a
citizen of Hiram, visited his brothers,

$2.50

blue,
weight,

Capes.

large stock, many

We have a

prices.

WM. C. LEAVITT

8olld South,
And May My Tongue Then Cleave Unto tho
Roof-tree of My Mouth.
Across the planks with jangling clanks he flu ig
some Labor's Chains;

Dickvale.

~

<.

Ladies' Black

FITTING,

One Roarlees Roorback and a box of Hurl It In
Your Toeth;
He stored a score of Open Door, a gross of

weeks with her father and sisters.
of Hiram, and generally a
Mrs. Heald of Iowa made a short visit the highlands
foot in depth. The weight of damp
to Mrs. C. S. Howe recently.
were very destrucThe Ladies' Club had a supper Tues- snow and heavy gale
tive to orchards and forests.

day evening.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs returned

.....

other grades in Towels of all
ONE LOT wool Sweaters, in red,
kinds from 7 l-2c to $1.37 each.
white, black and gray, good

Many

Trading Stamps

Examine them and

In Storage Again.
(Chicago Tribune.)
Tho storage man hopped off Me van and oped
the warehouse door;
lie stowed away one Bitter Fray, one Let-theEagle-Soar,
One lot of Planks, ten Scrrle I Ranks, one Stainless Honor's Wreath,

Mr. D. W. Walker and crew of eight
went up to Four Ponds last week and
got 11 deer. I. C. Kidder and brother
and others have gone this week and are
in hopes to bring back more deer than
the others did.
Miss Ethel Kidder is at Dixfield at
work.
Thomas Stillman from South Paris
has moved into the house of bis father,
Wilson Stillman.
Mr. Carl Leavitt and Mr. Haskell of
Turner Center were in town.
Mrs. Ilattie Kidder and children have
gone over to visit her father, Mr. Π.
Hoi man, for a few days.
We are having quite cold weather.

~

s'J

known man.

for a few

Hiram.
On Nov. 13th it snowed two feet

black, gray,
white, tucked bark,
front plaited, large sleeve, very
neat(

ONE LOT heavy unbleached bath Tow25c
els, 22x48 inches,

—

lealth.
Charles Allen of Abington, Mass., phone
Brownfield.
nsited his brother, L. E. Allen, and holding all the wires at the entrance of
the Oxford County Telephone and Tele1 !amily, last week.
Both schools in the village are closed.
Charles Burgess of New Gloucester graph central office was palled off the
The drama was a success both socially
1 ias been hunting for deer in this vicinity.
building to the ground, and much other and financially.
local
lines.
Miss Lula M. Arno of Bethel Hill was damage was done to the
A very pleasant gathering was that at
Mr. G. H. Packard is having quite ex- Memorial Hall
1 ast week the guest of her friend, Miss
Wednesday evening
in
his
whitenmade
house,
tensive
îthel L. Allen.
repairs
Ladies'
the
under the auspices of
A.
and
H.
are
and
a
few
painting.
ning, papering
dry,
Many old wells
Universalist Circle.
work.
the
is
Proctor
Amy
Yonng
a
rain
followed
vara days
doing
heavy
by
Abont eight inches of snow fell Sunassists Mrs. Packard about the house
1 itorm would be gladly welcomed.
day night in this vicinity. Id some
work.
H.
of
H.
Hastings
Superintendent
places in town it was estimated a foot
Linn Farrar is high line among boys and a half.
1 îethel Hill visited the schools in this
of the village just now. He got a fine
md of the town Tuesday.
News has just been received of the
Harry Ιηηΐφ has moved here from rleer Monday morning.
death of Edwin Bean, a native of this
Mrs. C. E. Dunham is improving from
„ocke'e Mills, and is employed in the
town, in California. He leaves two
her recent illness. Mies Georgia Irish
1 uill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
brothers, one in California, and Mr. E.
Mrs. Emma Alice Holt, who died in Is with her at present
B. Bean who lives in this Tillage.
his
has
sold
farm.
He
Mr. Frank Brown
Northwest Norway Oct. 21st, was born
;
α West Bethel Oct. 5th, 1877, being the is to have an auction of stock and farming
East Waterford.
tools
of
E.
R.
bird daughter
Tuesday, Nov. 22. It is sincerely
Briggs.
George H. Keen has caught in traps
will
Mrs.
Brown
and
Mr.
that
hoped
this fall nine ooons, eight foxes, fonr
sontinue to live in town.
East Brownfleld.
ikunks, two mink ana one maskrat.
Some large animal, thought to be a
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney gave a recepEast Bethel.
Canada lynx, got away with a trap, liavprice.
Virgil Abbott at East Rumford shot a t ion to the W. C. T. U. last Tuesday
Z. W. Bartlett, N. F. Swan and Porter ing broken the chain. For several winarge bock deer Nov. 12, that came into a fternoon.
Harwell visited Lewiston and Aaburn ;ers tracks have been seen that are beA number of Grangers from here at·
One fact is reasonably certain, of 1 lis orchard a few rods from his house.
ast Saturdays
ieved to be made by a lynx.
which this large campaign expense is Will Freeman and Wallie Clark shot a t snded Pomona at Hiram where an excelH. S. Hastings of Newry has a crew of
Alton Ames, who went to Meddy17th.
■imply an illumination. It is often said 1 >uck in Franklin Annex, Nov. 14. Ed >nt meeting was held November
nen pressing his hay at his farm in this | >emps for the winter, was married Oct
The Congregational Circle met at C.
that in America the poorest boy njay at- Abbott at East Rumford shot a buck in
(0 to a young lady of Dennysvllle.
1 >lace.
It I Κ Fessenden'· last week.
tain to the highest place; but the poor ] fexioo, after several miles chase.
Mr. A. W. G rover, pension attorney,
C. H. Pride took Arthur Wentworth
Rev. C. D. Crane gave a reading at the
boy may very rarely attain to the high vas a monster, dressing off 230 pounds.
an
tas lately procured
original pension | ο the Insane Hospital at Angusta
Mrs. Charles Davis and daughter C ongregational church Tkst Friday evenhe has demonstrated his
until
this
of
Bean
W.
Mr.
place.
place
or
Joseph
Wednesday.
business ability by becoming a rich man. i rom Madison are living with her bus- ii ig, assisted by Miss I. H. Stickney,
Mr. H. E. Bartlett, George Haines
Joseph B. Haskell has sold to his sis* ho gave several phonographic aeleo►and at Eugene Davis'.
a deer | er. Mrs.
shot
each
have
Trask
Elmer
,nd
Henry 0. Rolfe, the saw mill
New pulp and paper mills are to be
Mrs. Belle Jones baa bought Harry t! ons.
We
he past week.
, αα bis Interest in the homestead.
Mr. F. L. Farnham is visiting in town.
built at Sprague's Falls, ten milea from ] leal's team.
Hester M. Kimball olosed the fall term ] tope Mr. Haskell will remain In WaterWillie Flint >hot a nice deer the 14th
Calais on the St Croix River, by a comFremont Abbott has returned to his
I school here the 18th. This is her j ord.
pany recently organized. The ontpnt j iome in Attleboro, Mass. He has been ii et.
j
were
▲ foot of snow fell whloh made good
will be 100 tons of paper a day, and , rorking on the Dickvale and West Peru
The sleighing Is fairly good with no 1 [fth term here. Forty-foar pupils
1 •gisfemed.
ι ldghlng.
about 400 men will be employed.
t slepbone line.
ρ respecta <3 wheeling again this winter.
A student at the UDiversity of Maine
(Ulead.
has invented a trap nest which is to be
H. P. Wheeler killed a deer.
used to induce hens to lay two or even
Florence M ill man is working at T. G.
three eggs a day. Now if he will invent
something that will induce them to Lary's.
hatch their eggs in seven days instead of
Quite a party of hunters from Mechanic
twenty-one, perhaps be can drive the in- Falls are located in Camp Comfort on
cubators out of business.
Lary's Brook.
The village school is having a week's
vacation.
There are indications that the day is
Mountain Grange will meet the 25th
approaching when the trains on the to receive candidates.
will
be
ran
railroad
by
systems
great
We are sorry to learn Mrs. Heath is ill
electricity. When that time comes, will sgain, though at this writing is more
not those of us who are alive to see it
comfortable.
look back with wonder on that archaic
Deer hunting seems to be the fun with
am when travelers were subjected to the
the young people.
discomfort of a cloud of soft coal smoke
As Byron Herrick and ChiA. Stimpson
and cinders pouring in through every
were returning from the grange they
open door, window and crevice?
law two buck deer opposite Wild River,
lighting in the road.
A. D. Wight, so report says, has killed
Governor-elect Douglas of Massachusetts certifies that his campaign expenses (wo deer.
Election came high, but
were 134,300.
he undoubtedly considers it worth the
South Rvmford.

is

W. W. Durgin went to Stow Saturday
to see
his sister, Mrs. Martha Barrows.
that the roads are broken ont after euch to visit
Linwood Sawyer and a Gilman boy of
a storm as the one the first of the week?
have been here camping and
Mr. Ilathaway informs us that the snow Lovell
hunting.
wan up to the bottom of his sleigh and
Josie Adams visited her sister, Mrs.
nobody to break out the roads.
Edith McAllister, of West Lovell, last
week.
Hebron.
Harold Gammon visited his uncle,
H. K. Stearns got home from St.
Wm. Gammon, this week.
Louis Friday, the 11th.
Mrs. J. C. Donham wont to Auburn

12

large stock of very pretty
from 98c to 15.00.
ONE LOT bleached damask Towels, waists, prices
hemstitched ends with three rows of ONE LOT Waists of brilliantine in
blue,
r>0c
drawn work, size 20x40 inches
and
We have a

G-reen

hopelessly tangled everywhere
:aused a suspension of much business.
For two days about all trains had to be
without telegraphic
run on schedule
jrders.
Telephone service was badly
iemoralized, and electric lights about

wires

one

Saturday where she will stay

lin-

17.50

Shirt Waists.

ONE LOT half bleached damask Towels,
extra heavy, pure linen, fringed, size
37 l-2c
...
21x36 inches,

lar,

damask, both
fringed ends, plain

The Storm Damage.
Maine shared with the rest of the East
! η the extensive damage done to poles
: ind wires by the enow storm of Sunday
light, the 13th. Never since poles and
ivires were used in the state was so

fell Sunday

sleighing

ing,

A four weeks' term of Indian summer

Peru.
snow

fur, 27 inches long, mercerized

a

received by the majority
! vould be gladly
1 η this place.

The church is preparing for a fair and
sale in the near future of which notice
will be given.
Sammy Heald of Paris has been calling on relatives in town recently.
It is said that it will cost the Oxford
County Telegraph and Telephone Company $500 to repair injuries to its lines
caused by the recent gale. Only partial
service is now in effect. Large sound
poles were broken like pipe stems and
each of the seven wires coming into
East Sumner was prostrated. It required two days to open up some of the
drifted roads in town, and this before
the middle of November. Who ever saw
the equal for the time of the year?

About six inches of

or

LOT Capes of fine black kersey,
ONE LOT damask Towels, pure linen, ONE
33 inches long, five rows stitching,
hemstitched or fringed ends, size 10
three rows black silk braid stitched <>n
by 36 inches, plain white and colored in pretty figures, silk mixture lin25c
ing,
$12.50
border,

Spruce Island. The crew were lost,
Co.
consisting of the owner, Capt. John Wal- The S. & H. Trading Stamp
A roll call of the members of the Bap- lace, and Walter Davis, both of Roque give better goods than can be bought
untist church occurred on the 16th inst. Bluffs, and it is thought a third
with the discount value of the stamps.
·«

Most everyone has

get there.

can

reek.

Autumn in name, but winter weather, horse for a work horse.
temperature within 10 degrees of the
North Stoneham.

was

Towels.

the same, and the door money with
candy money brought them $0.05. ONE LOT Towels,
med and
rhis will be used to obtain a dictionary
Miss Bearce has
or tbe school room.
gained the love and g.?od will of her
)upils, and the unanimous report is tbey
jope to have her again for teacher next

bad.
^Sot so many disasters to shipping
were caused as might have been expectsd. The Rockland echooner E. Arcularius went on the rocks near Wood's
Hole, but the crew were got off safely.
North Albany.
The Bangor schooner Isaiah K. Stetson
Two quite severe accidents in the was wrecked near Mosquito Island, but
woods lately. Mr. John Upton dropped all hands reached shore. While at work
of hard pine
a bolt on his foot, making him very helping discharge tbe cargo
Edward Elwell
tame, and Leslie Kimball stuck a cant- timber on Wednesday,
was
struck
by a
dog through his rubber into his big toe, of Tenant's ofHarbor
timber, inflicting injuries
heavy piece
making a bad wound.
Songo Lake cottage bas again changed from which he died.
Tho schooner Chase went ashore near
hands. It is now owned by E. S. Kilborn
and A. E. Herrick of Bethel. They are Seal Harbor, and was a total loss, but
having eome shingling done at this writ- no lives were lost.
Tbe auxiliary fishing schooner Uncas
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holton and little left Eastport for Rouque Bluffs on Sunné· Τ}—*™
day, and was sunk on the ledges near
»

that

fam'ly

the

and colored border, eize 16x32 inches,
12 l-2c

Eaet Sumner.

Yes, the storm Sunday night did

Wednesday

coming of all

ONE LOT bleached damask, all linen, ONE LOT huck Towels, betnmed ends, ONE LOT Capes of fine heavy kersey,
Ave rows stitching, 33 inches long, «ilk
56
inches wide, flowered pattern,
size 20x37 inches, Rood weight, all
59c
....
mixture lining, very full,
good value,
12 l-2c
$10.00
white,

he

Mr. Frank C. Jewett has rented his
house for a year to a gentleman who has
been with C. H. Mclntire for a few
months past.
A grand ball Thanksgiving night in
Odd Fellows Hall.

0

the home

Table Linen.

or

'^Sir^'Sent

Hopkins,

means

have company won't you need a new Table Cloth, Napkins
company or goes somewhere. If you are to
or some warm Underwear?
don't
few Towels? If you are to go away
you need a new Waist, Skirt, Coat

The young atudents sold candy tbey
nade for the occasion, and received 92

"

Spltfcott

Thanksgiving time

Ben* Pleroe. ONE LOT half bleached damask, very
luelc. Phonograph,
59c
Donald Nce<lham.
tecltatlon, friack Doctor
heavy, 02 inches wide,
Merril·.
Elmer
The
tecltatlon,
Irrepressible Boy,
Five Girls. ONE LOT bleached damask, fine quality,
ong,
tecltatlon, How Old Nero Counted,
...
87 l-2c
60 inches wide,
Rena Pierce.
Elmer Merrill, Lester Packard.
>lalogue,
other patterns and qualities to
Many
.....Ethel
Kelley.
luelc,...
select from, at 11.00, 81.25, $1.37. Naptecltatlon, A Suggestion to Teachers.
Bessie Keene. | kins to match maiiy patterns.
Two Boya.
Malogne, Like an Indian
ONE LOT Napkins of good linen, 17
tecltatlon, Savior, Bless the i hlldren,
Francis Whitman.
inches square, neat pattern,
$1.00
Leslie Keene.
tecltatlon, Mot so Easy
Several 8mall Boys,
long
flow,
ONE
LOT
Napkins,
good
quality,
Jerrold Saunders.
tecltatlon, Good-Bye,
ered patterns, 19 inches square, good
Several Small Girls
long,
$1.50
tecltatlon, Farmer Brown's Fence,
value,
Elmer Keene.
tecltatlon, A Little Boy's Trouble,... H. Keene. ONE LOT Napkins, very heavy, pure
Ethel Merrill.
tecltatlon, True Enough,
$1.75
linen, 20 inch, flowered,
)eclamatlon
Ralph Pierce.
Ethel Kelly and Ethel Merrill. ONE LOT Napkins, pure linen, good
)uet,
Needham.
Donald
Birdie's
{«citation,
Example,
$3.50
weight, neat pattern, 24 inch,
Harold Bradford.
tecltatlon,The Squirrels.
ONE LOT Table Cloths with Napkins
tecltatlon, What Does Little Birdie 8aν,
Hazel Hodsdon. |
to match, fine quality, pure linen,
Malogue, The Irish Philosopher.
Napkins 20 inch, Table Cloths 2 1-2
long.
Miss Delia Bearce.
tccltatlon
yards long, 08 inches wide, price per
Rena Farrls.
tecltatlon,
$4.73
set,

_

rîafln
I m«£5Li vSrîiu.

at

SI mer Merrill, Leslie DeCoeter. Leslie
[eene was absent one-half day, Lester
The children
'ackard absent one day.
•ought a picture for the school room.
Ethel Kelley obtained highest rank in
pelling, not having missed a word.
On Friday evening the children had an
xhibition in Orange Hall. Programme:

riS
Hem.

All parents and well wishers of the Wright
Certrode Verrill.
Gertrude ÇurtU.
school should show their interest bv
Esther Seleon.
I
their attendance.
Those missing only one day:
°· A· Thayer gave a
Η inch party to a number of friends
j
I hursday afternoon.
The Beeches closed Nov. 19.
TheW. C. T. U. will have charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Hammond and a union temperance service next Sunday
Dr. (. barlotte F. Hammond are at The evening, Nov.
27th, at the Baptist
Sherwood, Portland, for two weeks.
Club held its mating
Mrs. and Miss Anderson of Savannah
Babcock and Leverich for two weeks with Mrs. F h.■
«
Ύν
of New Orloaiis, la., who have been at
There will boa social dance at Dun1 he Beeches, are of the Hammond party. ham's Hall Thanksgiving evening, Nov.
of
P.
Jackson
Bacon's Orchestra.
and
Thomas
Mr.
Mrs.
•>4th.
Music by
Brownton, Minn., are guests of Mr. I Tickets per couple, ">0 cents. There
Jackson s sister, Mrs. H. P. Hammond, will be refreshments at iniermission.
and other relatives in Paris.
Floor managers, F. Π. Πιΐΐ and R. E.
A good sized company enjoved a fine
of the
under the auspices
following students of
supper
Lniversalist Circle at Academy Hall. mar School were not absent one-hal

THANKSGIVING SALE!

snow

deep

[elley, Ethel Merrill, Donald Needham,

follow*™*
ïïïtYn

.»

the

Nov. 11. The nam3s of those
ot absent daring the term are: Ethel

STtoïï.

.v

so

to see it ao

*riday,

"Why, aren't yon going to give us something?1' said they. I replied, it is evident something is due somewhere, but I

saSM^RST'™^ ;
«

think,

be first call.
School In District No. 4, East Hebron,
ftught by Miss Agnes Bearce, closed

date your correspondent
was 76.-Quite a coincidence.
I mentioned the fact to some ^ old cronies.
same

blew in one cent on a corn cake and let
The financial
speaker.
the net
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. held a meet- it pass. At the grange in the evening, a
satisfactory,
unt Meeting the but rrUiav before the let I )vet
^ ing at the home of Mrs. Andrews. Sab- lady whose father is also a twentytwenty-two dollars, and this will
3ttp0ay of the month at 3 30 ». m. AU not 11 ^ used to
purchase improvements for bath Observance was the subject and eighter, and whose birthday is one week
later, wished me many happy anniversaîc whoolroom. AU the different dia- much interest was manifested in the dis· ries.
Enough for once.
-kotcta bj th. obtw™, eussions.
T. 8. Bridgham has gone to Boeton for
ΙβΜΓΤβ much pr»ise,
Wednesday morning, Mr. Charles
Mason passed away at his home on Main a few days.
a cake
B?noett ot thia place, of the >eronthe programme,
For nearly a
a long illness.
,A* G,u.y
Stanley Benson has secured the animal
class
of 06 in the University of Maine, I hree little coon couples, brought down Street after
JenΙο» .tormol .ppl»««
year Mr. Mason has been confined to his Jennie Llnd for truoking business.
e,ected captain of the university 11
has a noble set of ears.
nie
f,°
suffermonths has
football team for next year. He has hev were compelled to go over it again home and for several
Mr. Mason was 77 years old,
Bridgham Nulty was taken sick at
are the namea of those who ed much.
been playing right tackle on the team
11 oo
the cake walk: Warren and being born in Bethel, has from Hebron and was taken home Thursday.
vois f&il·
Holland is quite ill.
Robert Churchill, Ivan Tuell young manhood been identified with the
George
O. A. Maxim and wife will leave town | <
Morrill & Cole have a crew of home
Madge Tuell, Harel interests of the town and village. He
for the winter on Tuesday. They willl aïï» Dexter,
Black
under
the evening pro- leaves a widow, three daughters and two talent cutting lumber
spend Thanksgiving with relatives in Lme aFollowing
sociable was enjoyed bv a sons, who have cared for him most Mountain..
Xewtonville, Mass., and thence will go 11
Wednesday evening a special meeting
for the sociable tenderly and to whom much sympathy
to Apopka, Fla.
They expect to remain I ante number. Music
! vas furnished by Elmer Ε Tuell. piano is extended. Friday, funeral services was held by Buokfleld Grange to facilim Honda several months.
tate
work preparatory to an entertainunder the auspices of the Masons and
aDi* ^re· Carles Andrews request 11 ind Charles H. Martin, violin. Quitea
of town Odd Fellows were held in the Univers- ment later.
the Democrat to express their heartfelt |i lumber were present from out
alist church attended by Rev. F. E. BarFriday evening the Bnckfield 400 were
thanks to the many friends who have I: ind a very pleasant evening
tneir ton and Rev. A. D. Colson, the present oat in force at Neeinscot Hall to particibeen so exceedingly generous and kind Γ The teachers desire to express
Γ hanks to all those who assisted them pastor. A profnsion of beautiful flowers pate in the exercises incident to the reto them during their misfortune.
ception tendered by the Bnckfield LiterCharles Andrews has purchased theIi ο making the entertainment a succesa. showed the esteem of many friends.
Granite Lodge, F. and A. Mm No.
Thursday afternoon, the mother of Mr. ary Club to the Nezinscot History Club.
Thomas M. Crocker stand in this village.
for Uie Frank Barker was buried from the M. E. There were nearly 100 present, it being
Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich will continue tor jlected the following officers
Mrs. Barker has made her gentlemen's night as well. The chief enchurch.
at their meeting Wednes
occupy it until spring, after which Mr. Γ firing year
home with her son for several years, and tertainment alter the opening by the
I lay evening of last week:
Andrews is to take possession.
much sympathy is expressed for the president, Mrs. Sadie Morrill, was to deMr. Lorea B. Merrill has been spend-1 W. M.—J- L. Marshall.
S W.—Chester H. Lane.
grandson to whom she gave the love and cipher the silhouettes, profiles "or mugs11
mg a week or two in Boston and New I j w.—J. A. Blcknell.
care of a mother. When an infant of only drawn on cardboard and pinned to the
Î ork by invitation of Dr. A. C. Hamlin
Trei·.—C· Howard Lane.
three weeks, he was left to her care by wall, of the members of the Literary
to attend a reunion of Dr. Hamlin's army I Se:.—L. B. Swan.
D —Charles F. Barden.
the death of his mother. Two daughters Club and the husbands of the same.
^Γ" Hamlin was to be presente<l I Sj.D.-BomnN.9tetoon.
and
two sons mourn the loss of a faithful When these were uncovered all reserve
I
with
a
silver
cup
comrades
loving
by his
was thrown off, and indiscriminate conM rs. Fred T. Lurvey andl·son HaroWi, mother.
set with tourmalines.
Miss Alice Nulty
Pond visited Mrs. C. r. liar | Thursday evening the friends of the | versation eneued.
>f
At the annual business meeting of the I' Bryant's
l»»n the last of the week.
academy, always loyal to its interests, naming the largest number of persons,
Ladies Baptist Circle the following offi-l'
has been filled Odeon Hall to listen to the follow-1 won the first prize, a
I Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson
paper cutter; Warcere were chosen for the coming year :
ren Shaw the second, a paper weight.
days in t°wn Mr Rob-1 ing program:
I .pending a few
PreelOent-Mre. Loren B. Merrill
Fine tabRefreshments were served.
11 >rtson came and stayed over last Sinday·
PART I.
i
} Ice-PreeMeiii—Mrs. K. O. Taylor.
Emma
M isses Margie MeKenney and Jenme 1. Selection
School Orchestra. I leaux were presented by Mrs.
Secretary—Mlee Alice K. Hammond.
!
Treasurer-Mr Hiram U. Heald.
3radbury are at home for their Thanks 2. Recltitlon, "Wedlock's Peaceful Repose," I Jewettand Miss Lenora Packard, then
Mise
Blanchard.
Lyle
came that terrible strain to the feminine
Voted to hold meetings every two I jiving vacation. They expect to return 3. I'lano Duet,
weeks for work or entertainment. Theft ίο Farmington for the winter term
Mleee* Elite Hall and Bessie Gould. mind, of "sortin1 utenshuls.11 "A terrible
4. Declamation, "An Hour,". Paul C· Thurston. I good time."
tirst supper and entertainment will bel
Pines of Maine,"
;
'C\Vi°rt McKenney is also home from | 5. Vocal Solo, 'Neath theMisa
on Friday evening, Dec. 9.
Florence Mercier. |
Denmark.
I
I he two schools will unite in an enter· iorridgewock where he is attending β. March and Drill.
Mr. Sidney Smith shot a fine buck
8chool Orchestra. I
7. Selection,
tainment on Friday evening, the 2Sth.
The high school will present the one-act "κβΓA°°K. Baldwin, wife and little 8. Tab'eaux,
Wednesday, whose weight was about
1. John Alden and Prlscllla.
250 pounds dressed.
comedy. Deception. The primary school , ion are at A. E. Marshall's. Mr. Bald2. Pocahontas.
Mr. Elmer W. Berry is soon to leave
3. A Russian and a Jap.
will give a short play, An Unmanageable I win has been quite ill with an attack of
4. Gould's Academy, 1919.
for the South, where his father is now
Family, and Father Goose and his fam-1 onsilitis, and at this writing it is feared
5. Old Mother Hubbard.
for the winter.
β. Plana.
ily of little geese will have the stage a
Mr. A. C. Pendexter has accepted a
one (lay in Ή
7. The Goddess of Lll>erty.
few moments. There will also be both
pabt Π.
vocal and instrumental music. A socia- Primary school for the last term.
position in a drug store in Portland
where he was formerly employed.
1. Parce, "My Lord In Livery."
ble a little out of the usual will follow
Helen Dexter.
rov°Yo^?'
The farmers are busy shipping their
CAST OF CHAKACTEBS.
Doors open at 7 Marlon Curtle.
Admission 15 cents.
Harel
B^con.
1. rd Thlrlmere,
Fltzmaurlce Vail. I apples.
clock. Entertainment to begin at 7*45 I
rery

to

a

in and look

ours over.

Spe-

)ial Sale on Waists; and Furs only
'or this week.
Special sale on neckwear Satîrday, Nov. 26.
L.
elephone 18-4

M. LUKTT

CASTORIA ftrWnt»*!»**
II· JUri Y·· Han Mnys BNCht

136 Main

-·

<*

St., Norway.

_

Bcmocrai

jtic «ïtord

The South hrli Schools.
NORWAY.
^ise Annie Bowers of Portiand is
The fall (era of the village aobooli
closed Friday, except the high school,
guest at Mrs. Almeda Newton's.
Very good sleighing Monday, the 14th
which continue· three weeks longer.
The Seneca Club meets this Mondai
of November.
evening with Mrs. F. A. Taylor.
The North Waterford stage made the
The following pupils at the Portei
Miss Mary A. McArdleof Hopedale Street School were not absent during the trip Monday on runners for the first time

SOCTH_PARIS.
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Mass., is the guest of relatives here.
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NOTICE·
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
The subscriber· hereby fire notice that they
Tablets are becoming a favorite for stom- have
been duly appointed executors of the but
ach troubles and constipation.· For sale will itnd testament of
The Dew French church in Lewiston,
BEUBL O. MOULTON, late of Sweden,
by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; 'Jones In the
of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
which will be the largest in the state, is
Drugstore, havingCounty
Noyes
Oxford;
Store,
Drug
demanda against the estate of aald deto be built entirely of granite.
settleoeasea are deal red to present the aame for
Norway.
to
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested
Louis Messier of Lewiston, 28 years of
make payment Immediately.
Aik for Allas'· Foot-Ease, A Powder
HAPPY L. MOULTON.
this season.
age, was fatally burned Wednesday
WILBUB D. MOULTON.
Not. 15th, IBM.
A runaway team on Main Street Wed- night. He was smoking in bed and set To shake Into your iboea. It reato the feet.
Makes
easy. Cure· Come. Bunions, InAt
nesday created some excitement, but the clothing afire. It is thought he growingwalking
feet.
and
Sweating
Nails, Swollen
NOTICE.*
caused no damage other than the break· must have dozed off and the fire got con- all druggists and shoe stores, ttc. l'ont accept
siderable headway before -he knew it.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
any substitute. Sample FREE. Address Allen
ing of the harness.
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, ». T.
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
Howard Drake has been confined to
Fred Stuart of Bar Harbor police force
estate of
of
effects
the house since Friday from the
ADDISON TIBBBLL, late Of Paris,
was shot and instantly killed on the 11th
In the County of Oxford, deeeaaed, and given
injurie· received on Lynn Street. Mr. while hunting in the woods near MonWanted.
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
Drake works for H. J. Bangs on the deare
demanda agalnat the estate of aald deeeaaed
tague, being mistaken for a deer by anon
Lvnn
While
Hemlock
for
driving
desired to present the aame for settlement, and
We will pay cash
livery wagon.
other hunter. Stuart was 35 years old
thereto are requested to make payall
Indebted
Street the horse stumbled and fell throw- and leaves a widow.
Bark delivered at any R. R. station ment immediately.
ing Mr. Drake forward and under the
NETTIE P. TIBBBLL.
Not. 16th, 1804.
of our
Isidore Perron, a young Frenchman of within a radius of 100 miles
horse.
Mr. Drake was badlv bruised

Blacksmiths' harvest time.

M., $:< ^

Sunday oui; Γ·

Oxford Local Union of Chrietiai
Endeavor will meet at Mexico TuesNov.
2tfth.
day,

Carlton Ptover.
Newell Power·.
Vernon C. Hardin.
Leon M. Allen.

Bertie 8wallow.
C.
Ames.

Belle
Uamlin Lodge, K. of P., will confei Leona
Swallow.
the rank of Page at its regular meeting
Those that

Albert R- Ronney.
Alton T. Bonney.
Emerald P. Swallow.
Eugene D. Hardin.
Evelyn Slocum.
Mabel A. Allen.

Maine New· Note*.

I

BLUE 8TORE8.

Men's and Women's Fur Coats.
largest assortment of FUR
County. Over 80 coats in our

We have the
in Oxford

COATS

be found

to

All

two stores.

new

in the lot.

this season too. Not an old
were absent one day or
illness:
of
on
one-half
account
day
tifcce Honrs
Au Swallow.
AH the stores and offices close all day Gerald K. Bonney.
CHUBCHKS.
Brna P. McAllister.
Evangeline Wood worth.
Look
out
and
don't
Rev. W. I I Thanksgiving Day.
Church.
KateIIAT.
George
rjret Congregatloaal
senrloee. 10M δ I get left on your Thanksgiving dinner.
You need a Fur Coat as much now as any time in the year.
k- P. I> pastor. Preaching
Haiti
ε
M.
Leacii, Teacher.
School 12 M.; 1
ν l 7:00 v- s».; Suaday
is
now
down
to
ο
1
J5"1
meeting
population
Church
Communciate
prayer
κ.at·; p. M.;
Ρ
about the hips. It is supposed the reins Lewiston, committed suicide in a some- factory at Canton.
NOTICE.
not othei
to
ie
eight, and has within a few days been at
ν evening &t * :30 o'clock. All»
While with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me.
were fastened to the seat in such a way what sensational way Monday.
The subscriber hereby gives notloe that he I
are cordially Invited.
I
which ig the lowest figure for some
one-half
from
absent
not
day
18
he
Pftêtoi
Pupils
in
a
11.
Δ.
revolvers
Clifford,
has been duly appointed administrator of U>e I
as to cause the accident.
gun store,
examining
\!i "r.'VtChurch. Itcv.
ΤΊ
be
had
to
is
The largest assortment
< >W t
the fifth and sixth grades:
estate of
c
k
n'HV morning prayer meeting. 9J0 .{time.
PBOBATE NOTICE·.
Y. W. Hills was in Boston during the suddenly slipped a cartridge into one,
ALBERT L. SOULE, late of Oxford,
10 45 Α. M Sabbath Schoc
1
Irving LoweP,
and exclaiming that he was tired of life, To all persons Interested In either of the Estates In the
A l'ttle skating again the last of the Ralph Andrew·,
week on business.
cream of the lot nQW»
of Oxford, deceased, and
the
You
613 P. M. ; I
County
MeeUng.
League
get
Willie
Abb;
Mlllett,
u,
Roger·
Kpworth
hereinafter named :
meetln ? week, but a pretty
bonds as the law directs. All persona
Jack Swan of Montreal stopped over placed it to his head and fired, dying
Rae Newton,
rough article. The Arthur Ayer,
Vv. '"n< vrav>M meet!nz7 p. m.; praver evenloj
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
meetln*. Friday
Ting demands against the estate of said deYou get the size you want HOW.
Robert ParllD,
I prospect is now fair for some more a Deluier Bonney,
one train Wednesday to visit his Norway instantly.
T
".evening ; elas*
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of eeaaed are desired to
servie
>n
preaching
present the aame for aeti«
r'.t Church.
Sunday,
Florence Swallow,
Philip Bolster,
he made
friends. While in Norway
little later.
Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
News: As soon as the bogs nine
sabbeih School ll*.; prayer meet
*
Turner,
v
You get the use of it Π € >' W
Bangor
matter
Ralph
The
Murray Blgelow,
hundred and four.
following
to make payment Immediately.
.·
m
many friends who were pleased to see are frozen over so as to hold up horses,
,.ruver meeting Tuesday evening
Frank Thomas,
thereupon
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church Glady» Damon,
TRUMAN B. SOULE.
having been presented for the acUon
H. l.lttle. Paetoi I
Nov. 15th, 1904.
r
Freelan·! Wlthan,
him Wednesday. He has the best of
ι·.t-iISH hurcb. Kev J.
:
Davie,
Ordkked
l.loyu
Is
it
hereby
it is time for the snow to come. That hereinafter Indicated,
P. H I met on
^rvu-e everyM.Suaday at 330
;
Wednesday of last week and tied Merton Elll*.
Joyce Whltnoy.
P-V.· s hoot
success as formerly.
The St. Louis fair is the
That notice thereof be given to all persons InEvening service, I two quilts. Next week an apron sale Willie Frothlngbam,
at 3 30 P.
NOTICE.
Dwlght Gowell.
way snow used to do in the good terested,
Λ>
causing a copy of this order to be
think Jack all right and awarded old
by
people
so
much.
Oxwe
*·
which
hear
p.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he 1
with home made candy will be held in Absent one-half day: Elsie Holman,
times, about
published three aweeks successively In attheSouth
him the first prize, gold medal, for phoias been duly appointed administrator of the
published
ford
Democrat,
can
enAlso Fur Lined
too.
One
It
is
a
newspaper
S»IATK1) MkKTISOS.
1
I the vestry.
very good way,
Bertha Wight, Eddie Lowell.
$io to $50 in Dog, Calf, Galloways and Coons.
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a sstate of
tographic work.
Régula:
No. 94.
teacher.
very cold weather when riding on Probate Court to Iks held at Paris, on the
joy
A. PAINE, late of Canton,
w
Florence
AMELIA
Richardson,
* λ M.—Parte Lodge,
We
for
left
Katherine Walker
guarantee our coats.
The concert at the Congregational
Ladies' Coats $20,
to $60.
Sunday
Tues· lav evening on or before full moon
runners, whereas the most comfortable third Tueeday of December, A. D. 1904, at 9 η the County of Oxford, deeeaaed, and given I Coats
Lakewood, N. J., where she will enjoy of journeys made on frozen ground is of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there- tonds aa the law directs. All persons having Have sold them for
;, ?! Κ -M ou ut Mica Lo'iae. regular meet church Sunday evening for the benefit of
are.
what
so
know
they
years
the winter months.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
on If they see cause.
Tnure'lav evening of each weeV-Auron II the poor was very much enjoyed by a
not a sensation one can recall with pure
lealred to present the same for settlement, and I
The names of the children attending
t: .ment, tint and thirl Monday evenlngi very large audience. The talent was
A party of Norway citizens, consisting
MOODV r. WALKER, late of Denmark, de- ill indebted thereto are requested to make pay-1
we can have good sleighing
If
delight.
were
School
that
ShurtlefT Primary
pres- of M. L. Kimball, £sq., Herman L.
will and petition for probate thereof nent Immediately.
No
at its best and much appreciated,
M.iunt Pleasant Kehekah Lodge,
t;
from Thanksgiving to Easter, we will ceased;
ent every half day are:
of eacl
ORSON L. PAINE.
presented by D. Eugene Chaplin, the executor
> second and fourth Krldays
Nov. 15th, 1904.
Home, Wm. Home, James True, John strive to
especially Mr. Tower of Norway.
for the rest of the therein named.
get
along
Abbott.
Harold
κ Odd Kellows* HalL
Whittle.
Robert
Sampson, P. H. Nevers and C. G. Curtis year as best we may. We have no use
So. 148, meet»
NOTICE.
Malcotn Clark.
ν κ -W. K. Kimball Poet,
Ask those who have worn our coats. We ask no better recommenda·
next Karl Fletcher.
for
the
late of Buck Held,
W.
STARBIRD,
meeting
HARRIET
evening
Topic
attended the Bates-Bowdoin football for
Saturday evenlnge of eact
Ernest Tburlow.
llarold Blood.
When it is deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
sr. t thirl
a half-and-half winter.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
save you
at
the
I
I'niversalist
church,
Sunday
tion. Remember we buy of the manufacturers direct and
>·; in U. Λ. K. Hall.
Oranicl Pratt.
Angus Brldgham.
game Saturday at Brunswick.
time for snow to fall, let us have snow presented by Harry Dudley, the executor there- jecn duly appointed administrator of the
"Stumbling Blocks." Alice Pierce.
Κ Kimball Relief Corps meets flrei "Temperance,"
η
Myra Haggett.
While at work on a machine at the and
in named.
sstate of
we will get it.
want
Is
what
each
haven't
of
month.
we
If
of
it.
you
Doris Culbert.
plenty
MARY 8. GRAY, late of Denmark.
ana -.πΙγΊ Saturday evening»
Reference, Horn. 14, 1J-J-J. Leader, Miss Mary Clifford.
Bemis mill of the firm of C. B. CumGIDEON FLETCHER, late of Buckfleld, de- η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Mildred Payne.
Marjorle Gray.
There will be 146 new faces in the ceased; will and petition for probate thereof >onds
"V
& Sons, £d S. Cummings cut his
11Γ—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct.the1 I Winifred Willis. Subject of the after- Myra Austin.
Lizzie Kane.
mings
as the law directs. All persons having
noon discourse, "The Japan Mission."
ûrst ac t third Saturday; during
Olive Illlller.
Phyllis Taylor.
hand so badly as to require several next Maine Legislature, 126 in the House presented by Laura E. Fletcher, the executrix lemands against the estate of said deceased are
.·
of the year, meet* every Saturday, In
Margaret Brldgham.
lesired to present the same for settlement, and
and 20 in the Senate. There are seven therein named.
stitches to close the wound.
The members of the Christian
thereto are requested to make pay-1
Absent one-half day:
A. JUDSON TURNER, ward, of Hebron ; first ill Indebted
:ounties in the Senate from which not a
and fourth Monday# ol deavor
''
from
moved
A.
Kenerson
has
of
the
George
Congregational
Society
account presented for allowance by Walter L. nent immediately.
Eileen Flagg.
one of the old members return,
CHARLES O. PENDEXTBB.
Bennett
to
the
his
store
Street
I
jingle
vote
of
thanks
wish
a
church
to
extend
Bridge
I
NORWAY.
Gray, guardian.
e*\ ν ΐ'Λ p.—Stony Brook Lodge, No- 181,
SOUTH PARIS.
Nov. 15th, 1904.
Sagadahoc,
who attended I Those absçnt but one day are:
store, comer Bridge and Maiu Streets. fork, Oxford, Franklin,
t -econd and fourth Wednesday eveolnge I to the people of our village
T. BROWN, late of Denmark, deSIDNEY
Lincoln,
His new sign is very attractive. The Kennebec, Piscataquis, and
month.
Lizzie Muzzy.
.»·,· t.
of
out
the
concert Sunday night in such a large Lillian McKeen.
I
for
allowance
ceased
personal
; petition
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
Wilfred Cash.
iv-Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
Howard Berry.
rhere are only three counties where ail estate presented by Augusta C. Brown, widow.
Κ
work of Geo. H. Bennett.
number. This showed their interest in I
Albert Pratt.
v-'·».· evening at Pythian Hall.
Ralph Mc A list sr.
IN THE
Mrs. Kowena Swan will soon move the senators are returned, Penobscot,
larle la
deAmerica.—South
late
of
Hiram,
of
cause.
vv.coalmen
FRANK
GILPATRICK,
M torn
worthy
F. A. NIU'RTI.EFF A CO.
In five of the ceased ; peUtlon for allowance out of personal
with her daughters, Helen Swan and Knox, and Waldo.
F. A. enCBTLEFF <fc CO.
\,> i««7, meets second and fourth Tues
·,
J.
Hannah
Rev. Howard A. Clifford read the
Paris
Gllpatrlck,
South
estate
Lincoln,
by
;, λ', In^-tn Golden Cross Hall. No. 1491,
presented
:ounties, Franklin, Hancock,
I Mrs. Bartlett, and children, to Everett,
the
Shurtleff
Intermediate
In
School,
Council,
Arcanum.—l'arris
I president's Thanksgiving
not a single old widow.
Moudav evenings at 7 30.
which closed Nov. 18, the following Mass., where her son is engaged in the Dxford and Piscataquis,
South Paris, Maine.
r.oct' tlrst and third
I and preached a Thanksgiving sermon on I
OF
Penobscot
CHARLES T. BRADEEN, late of Sumner, demember will be returned.
was given Friday afternoon bakery business.
programme
ofl
1'erdriau
Mr.
has I Sunday
ceased; petition for an allowance out of personal
the
The following statement contains tbo name,
in
morning.
fortunate
is
of
Chas.
C.
:ounty
particularly
Miss Anna Tuttle of Kumford
Warren,
real
#<«Tg,
Esq.,
Frr.
before a large number of parents
estate und for license to sell and convey
last known
the
his
to
credit,
he
amount
standing
I
service.
the
at
a few I Australia spoke
evening
was in town Tuesday and stopped wOh
arge return of its previous members, all estate presented by Ella G. Bradeen, widow ■esldence or post ofllce addrcs* and the fact of
visiting at L. S. Billings' for
friends :
I Next Sunday will be observed as Tem- !
ihe senators and six of the members of and administratrix.
leath, if known, of every depositor in the South
davs.
4
School. his friends. He attended the November
1. Song, Morning Uymn,
T.
C.
U.
has not made a deposit,
of
the
W.
;he Bouse, making almost one-half of
perauce Day by request
DEBORAH B. FOYE, late of Hartford, de- Paris Savings Bank, who
2. Welcome,
Philip Jones. I term of Probate Court.
< >r withdrawn any part thereof, or any
;
part of
is B. Pierce lias returned home
allowance
for
by
IIret
account
Velma
Lord.
a
ceased ;
3. November,
presented
Millett fell on the sidewalk the ;be Penobscot delegation,
Jane
perlarger
to
be!
is
who
as
to
a period of more than
for
reThe
dividends
be
has
he
thereon,
where
speculation
William Foye, administrator.
4. Where He Got No Pie at AU.
tr, ·., lakeside, Ν. H.,
first of the week and dislocated her < :eutage shown than in most of the larger
I) years next preceding November 1,19W, and la
definite
the
is
ended
Jackson.
Clarence
by
jailer
ARPHIA M. EDGECOMB, late of Porter, de- i lot known to the treasurer to be living.
:ounties. Cumberland sends back only
cently been workiug.
Grace Record. shoulder.
5. November Winds
meat that Mr. Mclntire will
flrst and llnal account presented for alTHIS SEASON'S BASKETS ARE PRETTIER
F. ΕWhen I am Tweuty-One,..Preston Swallow.
Geo. R. Stephenson and Moll Sampson < )ne in the Senate and four in the House, ceased;
y Y liassett and daughter, Mrs.
Wilber L. Farrar of this place. The se-1 6.
lowance
by Peleg T. Wadswortn, administrator.
7. Song, W hen we are Did Enough to Vote,
a
for
the
of
one-fifth
are enjoying an outing at East Stone- naking only
delegation
Κ ball, started Thursday morning
lection will give general satisfaction.
»... Five Boys.
TRAN EVER, THEY ARE WELL MADE TOO.
LOISM. HOWARD, late of Brownfleld, deThis large percentage
■jo be returned.
,k-er h Tjtin^ trip to Northwest Bethel.
Mr. Farrar has always been an active I 8. Always In a Hurry,
Mary Buck ham.
ceased ; final acconnt presented for allowance by
o«
es
a
as
School.
»
Memorv
new
in
tbe
>f
members
Gems,
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dennis
Pike
Francis
Legislature,
and
Gibson
I
H.
visiting
John U. Gibson, George
We have the standing baskets also smaller on·, s for table and lap
at Democrat and is entitled to recognition
Ethel Hardy.
I'). Why I Keep Thanksgiving
Mr* A. M. Hammond, who resides
whole, is not rare, but with the incoro- A. Fox, executors.
sis
with friends in Boston this week.
ε i.
and he I 11. Quartette,
Ε te
λ «r
β
Thanksgiving on the Farm,
ta
Pleasant Street, has two furnish- of his services from his party,
A great variety of styles.
\
use.
There was a supper and sociable at ng Legislature is more than for several
<~
-Ci
Four Girls.
EFF1E E. HARDY et a), of Paris, wards; peUfcC
to let. will undoubtedly be an efficient and I
ed :~·πιν which she would like
Wlnfleld Brooks. G. A. R. Hall Saturday evening.
12. November
tlon for license to sell and convey real estate preThe pears.
Dec. SI, 1874, $ 4.67
Mara L. Mixer,
official.
Chester Ea'son.
103.01
13 Thank-glvlng Joy·,
sented by Nellie E. Hardy, guardian.
are popular
followed by an entertainment
lophla and Geo. Lapham, Jan. 23,1883,
ι tpt. F. C. Tribou ami family
School. suppers
Song, Tnanksglvlng
coulee P. Gurney,
Editor Carver Makes a Change.
A busiuess meeting of the Epworth I 14.
GEORGE L. M ELLEN, lute of Parts, deare always well attended.
28.86
15. Dialogue, The Harv est Home,
\isitiui: relatives at Machias. where they
Dec.
18,1882,
W.Medford,
; petition for order to distribute balance
Four Little Girls. |
Lrague was held Thursday evening in I
Dr. Herman L. Bartlett returned TuesEdgar N. Carver, for twenty-one ceased
w
-pend Thanksgiving, ami at Bucks- the
I hereby certify that the above statement Is
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
remaining In his hands presented by James S.
Raymond Penfold.
the
with
small vestry. The following officers I I*:. Tambourine Solo
identified
beeu
he
has
from New York where
fears prominently
I rue to my best knowledge and belief.
Wright, executor.
Lulu Davis. day
17. Squirrel's Lessons
port.
M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
GEORGE
in
were elected:
Oxford
business
County,
course.
a
medical
lewspaper
Nathaniel Whitney. taking
post-graduate
18. The New Industry
JOHN P. DESNEN, late of Oxford, deceased;
Nov. 10,1904.
Let the Democrat know about your
President—Mr. W. R. Henry.
19 Song, Rock a-bye, Birdie, Glrlein 31 Grade.
Abner F. Jackson entertained his ias retired from the field, and has ac- petition for the appointment of W. W. Dennen
re; S>. The Reason
Elsie Chapman. friends
1st Vice-President— Mr. W.'W. Payne.
Why
a
Thanksgiving guests and family the
with
a
his
as
trustee presented by W. W. Dennen, cxecutor.
it
publishing
position
:epted
Monday
being
evening,
S.
C
to
Elsie
Oruway.
interest
.'ml
Vice-President—Mrs.
Dance
of
the
The
of
SI.
Leaves,
Gray.
It is matter
us.
un
77th birthday. Refreshments were serv- louse of Chicago. Mr. Carver will bo
3rd Vice-President— Mrs. T. M. Davis.
JOHN KING, late of Norway, deceased; petiSi. Christmas and Thanksgiving,
readers.
Stevle Clifford, j ed to all and the party enjoyed a few : ocated somewhere in this section of the. tion for an allowance out of personal estate pre4th Vice President—Mr. C. L. Buck.
j
I., lilies.
Marie Newton.
53. A November Poem
sented by Sarah N. King, widow.
Secretary—Addle
<
an
eastern
will
be
and
and
Will
.
not
representdances.
Mr.
Jackson
of
Canton,
:ountry,
only partook
\it,,n Reynolds,
Treasurer—Mr. T. M. Davis.
54. Solo, Svlvla,
Many a so-called "dull schol
Riymond Penfold.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
of the refreshments but joined in the ι itive for his house.
students at Hebrou Academy,
S3. How Thanksgiving Day Came About,
said
Court.
of
desome
of
Judge
ar" is so because
Work on the telephone tangle has been I
Ernest Talbot. I dances as well.
Mr. Carvor established the Canton Telm.ule the Democrat a pleasant call
A true copy—Attest
School. |
carried on as rapidly as possible, but I K. Song, Busy Children,
The members of the Quiet Club were iphone at Canton twenty-one years ago,
Don't negALBERT DrPARK, Register.
feet of the eyes.
Saturday.
F. A. SOUBTLEFF A CO.
I
in
F. A. SHUIITL.EFF A CO.
Those not absent one-half day:
entertained on Tuesday evening by Ab- iut on the booming of Rumford Fails
very little of the exchange is as yet
of
the
lect
I
\\. 1). I lark and family have moved use.
a
few
other
your children.
NOTICE.
The public station and
eyes
Verna Howe,
Stevle Clifford,
bie Curtis. They all appeared in anti- ! je moved the paper there and changed
Lovel Churchill,
their house, recently sold to Mr. instruments which are on the former! Wlutleld Brooks,
fr
quarian garb much to the surprise of all. ι ïame to the Rumford Falls Times, In the District Court of the United States for the Sixty Per Cent.
Chester k'asson,
sessions, into the tenement over Mr. New England wires are in operation, but! Marie Newton,
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Nettle Newell,
Although years ago the dresses were of t ind of which he was editor and managor,
Leland Hllller,
( lark's st.-re.
Of all headaches are caused
the main system of Eastern wires was I (Crnest Talbot,
Elsie G ray,
the most stylish design that time has too )wning a controlling interest in the In the matter of
)
!
H.GILBERT,
Buck,
Heris
there
Wendell
A.
Israel
CHARLES
Howe,
of
Neither
Mary
advent
the
wrecked.
until
any
since passed. The bridal >aper
long
evidently
defective eyes. Little
There will be work at the regular eutirely
mem-.
Victor Campbell,
Lulu Davis,
individually and ae a
In Bankruptcy,
connection as yet with Lewiston and I
dresses of fifty years ago of mothers and ι •ick as editor upon the issuing of preEva Dudley,
ber of the copartnership of f
meeting of Mt. Pleasant Kebekah Lodge
Marjorle Parlln,
I
the
had
have
defects
to
is
Mr.
Herrick
it
After
stock.
but
ι
but
ferred
of
indeed
Canton,
|
Ruth
were
Brothers
hoped
grow to big one»
beautiful,
Brldgham.
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chanic Falls to live with her daughter, Luckenbach of New York collided neai This remedy is for sale by Shurtleff &
In Norway, Nov. 9, to the wife of John D. MayLadies' Day was observed by Pari 1 Mrs. Ilutchins. She had five childrenJones Drugstore, Ox- hew, a son.
NOTICE.
Cape Elizabeth Wednesday night The Co.,South Paris;
wet
The chairs
In^Norway, Nov. 13, to the wife of A. L. Wy.
Grange Saturday.
The subscriber hereby given notice that he
two sons and three daughters—two ol Brigham was sunk, and one of her crew, ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
man. a son.
administrator of the
tilled for the day by the following:
has
been
appointe»!
of
the
duly
sons, John
which survive her. One
In Norway, Nov. 14, to the wife of N. S. BurDaley of East Boston, who was at
estate of
Three young men who were skating net, a son.
Master—Mr·. W. Κ TwltcbeU.
LAKAM I·, late of Dlxfleld.
Λ.
Colby Kawson, died a few years ago in the wheel, was lost. The rest of the on MoKson
ESTHER
« >vereeer— Mrs George S. Boute He.
Pond on the 13th broke
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Colorado. Tho oilier son, J. A. Kaw- crew bad baxely time to get off.
We also carry a full line of
You can get suited here.
Lecturer—Mr·. S. K. Jackson
bonds aa the law direct*. All persona having
Buck field. One
through the ice and one of them, Einar
steward— Mrs. Ο. Κ Clifford.
son, is a druggist in
Tbe
demands against the estate of said deceased are
drowned.
was
Married.
Λ «elatant Steward— A bble Swan.
Berglund, aged 22,
Mrs. Keene, died about 2U
desired to present the same for settlement, and
daughter,
REMEDÏ
COUGH
CHAMBERLAIN'S
Emit
Carlson.
Abbott.
Cluulaln—Mrs Albion
others were rescued by
Harold
little
Indebted thereto are requested to make paya
all
eon,
years ago, leaving
TreJkurer—Mattle Rlch»rde.
and
in
Sweden
TO
TAKE.
IS PLEASANT
ment Immediately.
In North Paris, Nov. 5, by Rev. Seth Benson,
Berglund's parents reside
Keene, who for many years found t
Secretary—Mr*. Carrie Briggs.
JOHN 9. HARLOW.
Nov.
!*h, 1904.
both
Nina
B.
and
Miss
Mass.
A.
Estes
Mr. AlvU
Cole,
a sister lives in Springfield,
Gate Keeper—Mrs. W. 8. Starblrd.
The finest quality of granulated loal
pleasant home with hie grandmother,ι
of Greenwood.
Ceres—Mre. J. S Brown.
see
us.
died
Mrs.
of
of
Brown,
Bert
Morse
manufacture
Mr.
in
the
Nov.
In Kesar Falls,
Another daughter,
9,
Flora— M r». George Chapman.
sugar is used
NOTICE.
THE BEST LINIMENT.
Phlllpsburg, Kansas, and Mrs. Ethel Bushby of
few years ago at Taris.
l'omona— Mrs. Ο. E. Barrow·.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and th<
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Kesar Falls.
be at Elm House,
will
Lady Assistant—Mrs. Laurlu Whitman.
The funeral was on Tuesday, Rev. H roots used in its preparation give it s
is
considerBalm
Pain
"Chamberlain's
has been duly appointed executor of the last
In Fryeburg, Nov. 9, by Bev. Baman N. Stone,
I.IIiraritn—l.llla Swift.
F. Burdon officiating, and the burial ii I flavor similar to maple syrup, making it 1 ed the best liniment on the market," Mr. Charles P. Smith of Fryeburg and Miss
Tuesday, Oct. iS, and 3d Tuesday will and testament of
Chorister—Mr·. Kate Haiuuiond.
hei
Ν.
H.
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld,
Office
take. Mr. W. L. Rod write Post & Bliss, of Georgia, Yt. No Johanna Wbalen of Jackson,
the Biscoe district, Paris, beside
of each following month.
The following programme was very Hn
; quite pleasant to
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
and amid the scene· of theii erick, of Pooleeville, Md., in speaking ol ; other liniment will heal or cure a bruise
husband
P.
M.
to
AU persona having
m.
a.
as the law directs.
bonds
4
hours, 10:3ο
ly rendered:
demands against the estate of said deceased
this remedy says: "I have used Cham so promptly. No other affords snob
early married life.
Kate Hammon ι
Died.
Examined free.
I. Song of Welcome
same for settlethe
Eyes
desired
to
are
present
chll
with
No
berlain's Cough Remedy
my
Gertie Twltche
i. Address of Welcome.
quick relief from rheumatic pains.
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Roee Bn»t '•I
A Card.
3. Heading
dren for several years and can truthfully other is so valuable for deep seated pains
make
Immediately.
payment
Buck,
In Milton Plantation, Nov., Elbrldge
9. R. Jackso
♦ Heading,...........
JOHN 8. HARLOW.
Wanted.
Nov. IStb, 1904..
say it is the best preparation of the kinc I i like lame back and pains in the cnest. 1 aged 68 years.
South Paris, Ms., Nov. 21, 1Θ04.
5. Piano solo
Barbara Belle Chapma
children like to take I Ί Give this liniment a trial and yon will
In Portland, Nov. 7, Mrs. Lorlnda Collomy ol
Faustina Krow
β
KrcttaUon
For the kindness shown and sympathy I know of. The
or gentleman of fair education to travel
Lady
WE need a reliable man (or woman) to sail oar
; Kesar Falls.
Foi
Llzite L. Boute! *'
7. Heading,
r* for ft Arm of $180,000 capital. Salary 11,073 per family remedies direct to the homes of Sooth
manifested by friends and neighbors U ! and it haa no Injurious aftereffect."Paris I never wish to be without it. Sold by ! In Bethel, Nov. 16, Charles Mason, aged 77
For Infants and Children.
S. He<e » for refreshments.
I Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
1 ■ale by Shurtleff à Co., South
Address
,
Paris. Steady work and good par to the right
Cbo r. me in my recent great bereavement
years.
». Song
year ftnd expenses, paid weekly.
In Greenwood, Nov. 10, Luslna, widow of tbe
person. Address, "D," Democrat Ο Ace.
10. Coltouuy.GeitleTwItcbeUandSK. Jackie "· am
M. FKBC1VAL, South Pari·, Me.
*
I Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Nojes Druf > 8tore, Oxford; Noyea Drug Store, Norprofoundly grateful,
late Nelson Jackson, aged 64 years, β months.
Ada Kin
\
II. Keying,
Hudson ΚηβΗτ.
Store, Norway.
Iway.
j;
Clio
11 Music,
*·
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Why Delay Longer Before BuyingP
Buy Because

the Time

Now

Bren

■

Gordon &

I

Furgerson's Make.
$25, $30.

$25

Come and See Ours Before

Jail

Purchasing.

...

m

jobbers' profits.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

En-J

t^.V-Second

"Τ

I
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Savings Bank, |

I
proclamation!

and|

OUR HOLIDAY STOCK

Work.

I

Baskets

is here and is the best

announce-1
appoint!

|

hi

-ί

we

have

ever

shown.

η

|£

Prices 10 cents to $5.00.

ΓΗ Ε DULL SCHULAK.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

{%S;£S: [ Maine.

]

through

|

promptly

properly

I

village!

Supplies

1831

COUNTRY

GENTLEMAN
The ONLY Agricultural

...

DANA

NEWSpaper,

Leading Agriciiltnrcl Jmal of

Ν.

World

Dayton

Bolster & Co.
SQUARE,

Keep warm when driving by using
a"Leman"carriage or sleigh heater.
just

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerI,uckeb

HILLS,

Optioian.

LowestPricssinOxfordGouity.

Winter Overshirts.
boys.

goods

NORWAY, MAINE.

Jersey
grades.

[ jersey

$1.50

WANTED.

jersey

Stray Sheep.

Light

proving

FOR SALE.

I

Hol-||

JACKSON,

Boys'

H.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

acceptable

pair

preciated

Boots, Overshoes,

Slippers

and

Leggins.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
Prices

right.

Please call and

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

NORWAY, MAINE.

....

!

I

CASTORIA
Tta KM Yw Han Alwars Bought

L

^

Dr. Austin Tenney,

Oculist,

Norway

styles,.

MAINE.

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

ing

—

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth

Years Younger.
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or
aching back, and a weak back makes

weak man. Can't be well and strong
ontil the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here's the
with lean's Kidney Pills.
testimony of one man cored.
J. B. Corton.
farmer and lumberman. of
Deppe, Ν. (λ,
"f7ca
says "I sufferfor years
ed
with my back.
It was so bad
I could
that

a

Sts.,

Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch mil Jfecrlptloil ma>
ai

Coiunjunlcm

»■

healthy condition.

JIDNNSCO.36"""—'NewM

as

u

Pill
Easy
Winchester,
^

f'

take and easy to act la
that famous littl· pill DeWitt'·
Uttle Early Risers. This la due to
the fact that they tonic the liver lnatead of purging It. They never grip·
nor sicken, not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain In
results that no one who uses them la
disappointed. They cure torpid liver,
constipation, biliousness, jaundice,
headache, malaria and ward otf pneu-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Easy

to

I

|

monia and fevers.

Ya/s-*r«»*

I)

Sold

1905

1904

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Catalogues

by F. A. Stiurtleff Jt Co.

Maine
▲

Register,

complete

Business
Directory

application.

—

or THE

4BS town· ana BO oltlo·
IN MATIffB.
(Ai the Price of » Single City Directory)

History

Progressive

A

or THE

STATE OF MAINE.
PRICK, POSTPAID W.OO.

GRENVILLE

M. DONHAM

Putollelxer,
:MH)

CoB(rtM St., opp. City Building
PORTLAND MAISE.

EDUCATION

BUSINESS

lit. To take a reverse mocontinent,
tion. 11. A continent.

hae made thousands of young

people

New Hampshire ami Vermont Registers
25 cent* each.
MH4«ai'hueetU Year Bo*, k, enlarged

eUOCBBgyUIji
the lack of It hatt made

more,

man ν

CONSTANTLY

«3.U0
England Directory, price $7.50.

FAIXiTTRHB

No.
>5.—Trlanvle.
1. An article of furniture. 2. A song
οi praise. 3. A feminine name. 4. A
preposition. 5. A letter.

P. L. *H l\V, Pres.

•fiff1 Early Riser·

Telephone

NORWAY.

Connection.

LEADS THE WORLD

Dk V. C. Prick, of Chicago, is the acknowledged leader of the world in the manufacof pure food products.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Kxtracts, used in millions of homes, have stood the test for purity and excellence
for ueurly half a century. His recent production,
ture

DR. PRICE'S
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

is rapidly gaining a reputation for being the most nutritious, wholesome and best
preparation mi therr line. The name of "DK. PRICE" on any food product is a
guarantee of its being perfect ία structure and quality.

Palatable—Nutritious—Easy of Digestion and Readyto Eat
Jfy tianatur, im
iKhkajf.

θ>

et try
creator

of Dr. I "rice's Crwm

again."

No. 34H.—Jumbled

No. 341».—Diamond·.
I.—1. A third of hat. 2. To stop the
mouth of. 3. A fruit. 4. A large, tlat
5. An article of furniture.
sea lish.
G. A kind of cup. 7. A third of hat.
II.—1. A third of ore. 2. Often. 3.
Floats made of timber. 4. One who
holds au ollice. f>. One who races, β.
An article of furniture. 7. A third of

LOAD

LOTS

A

SIMON STAHL,
sr.

(rawford
(ooking-Ranges
HAVS WON ΊΉΖ LEAD MMUS OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the
culty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;

diffi-

Extra Larg· Oven with asbestos-lined back end heat·
saving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Grata, which make· a better Are
and

saves

fuel ;

Removable Nfckel Rafla.
of blacking;

Together with

the

If than la

"

which save half the troubla

Simmering Cover, extra large Ash Pan, «te, et*.

agent la jroar toiva wa will aaaé a
Crawford " οa 30 day*' trial.

good

many

ri°i0neTy
en«|ed
she said
»

beyond

bitterly.

of

effect by calling out shrilly:
"Maiuina, luuiuuia, why don't pnpu
ask a blcsdiug when we're alone?"
Key to tb<- Puaaler.

No. 332.—Metagrum: Ratter, hatter,
latter, matter, patter.
No. 333.—Kiddie: Stand.
No. 334.—Double Acrostic: 1. Sinai.
2. Paint. 3. Alpha. 4. Ideal. 5. Newly. Initials Spaiu. Finals—Italy.
No. 335.—Word Squares: I.—1. Phase.
2. Hovel. 3. Avoid. 4. Seine. 5. Eld
II.—1. Arena. 2. Rival. 3. Evade
er.
4. Nadir. 5. Alert.
No. 33β.—Jumbled Proverbs: 1. All is
2. Safe bind,
not Kold that glitters.
safe tind.
No. 337—Beheadings and Curtailings: Bo-tun-da, nut. Pu-ni-sh. in. CI
rcul-ar, curl. Xl-pho-!d. hop.
No. 338.—Hidden Birds: 1. E, gulleagle. 2. Con, door—condor. 3. Spare,
row—sparrow. 4. Bob, in—robin.
No. 330.—Shakespearean Bebus: How
beauteous mankind is.

d
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III.

Hints for the Housewife.
Old napkins and tablecloths make the
very best glass clothe.
To take white stains from furniture
rub with hot milk and turpentine or oil

coaT

Sack
L

Ο

>'

Κ

L

A

I

Ν

ο

β

Κ

Τ

A

L

A

G

ϋ

Κ

Ρ
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R

R

Ε
Ε

and

turpentine.

Wing: W-inu-ing,
If the hands are rubbed on a stick of
W-lnk-lng, wing.
celery after peeling onions the odor will

No. 341.—On the

Our Language.
A little
eirl was looking at
A
ntue.g«A

be

COMPLEXION.

am

WMIEIA PIUTT MFB. CO., 31-35 IWn Stmt, BmIn, Mm.

«ÎlSïïa «e.t,

and

a

picture

the

ZTIÏmastering
thftt flock
âl'iïoKr
toiUftç,
and
called
„Λβ foreigner who

β

«"

a pack,
wolves ie
thieves ie called a gang,

the in-

a

and

a

a

pack

ο

oi

gang of

SsSiigS
v.P;»7S»t,..
^l»y;
partridges is called

of

Jaiaxv

a covey, auu»
»°d
i. caU»d »
of ruffians is called a horde,

Hi bird,

a

headagainsa^y.
koowbei

Mothers everywhere praise One Minute

Dough Cure for the sufferings it has relieved and the lives of their little ones it
lias saved. A certain cure for coughs,
A. L.
jroup and whooping cough.
Spafford, Postmaster, of Chester, Mich.,
unconscious
saye: "Our little girl was
from strangulation during a sudden and
terrible attack of croup. One Minute
Dough Cure quickly relieved and cured
tier and 1 cannot praise it too highly.11
3ne Minute Cough Cure relieves coughs,
nakes breathing easy, cuts out phlegm,
iraws out inflammation, and removes
jvery

ungs.

and strain
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

cause

of

a

cough

on

Wife (during the spat)—When you fell
love with me you didn(t talk like that.
Husband—That's another of your mistaken ideas. I never fell in love with
pou—I was dragged in.
η

J

|

lllow is far better, for bab? than feather II oared me permanently.11
A Shurtleff Λ Co.
»d and pillow.

Bears the

System

Sold bj F.

"I KNOW YOUR

«

Distress ef Weak

nessandRest.Conlains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Minerai.
jè^ecfOUlïSiMUELnra&R
flmçim Semi"

Jbcfrntm *
RftA rt'( C-Jf~
AmttS—Λ *

fl.OO
A perfect

m.

low

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Lose OF SLEEP.

as

LISCOMβ, Agent.

FacSinùte Signature of
NEW YORK.
\ I t>

Jj

CfllLDHOOD

11

S

111

Ν

η

Id

M*>

ΤΜ· OCNTftVN «OMMNV.

Dr. True's Elixir

NCW TOO· cm.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Oxford Democrat
AND

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

>«-»(.
Patting Iίim
il.e other
A stockbrokei \v..s
lay how a girl. rcce;iily 1.mined to a
colleague of his un the Mih U Exchange,
suspected that her husband had been
indulging α little too freely In the cup
that cheers. She determined to find
out beyond doubt whether her suspicions were well founded.
To a friend she conllded the source
of her trouble, and from this friend
she learned that it had always been

FOR ONE YEAR

Picture Frames

FOR

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings "L

&

said that a man even slightly Intoxicated cannot pronounce words of any
length, whereupon the young wife decided that that would be a good plan

High G'ade

to try.
When next the friend met the young
wife, she was in a state of great agitation. Asked if the suspicions had
been verified, the girl burst into tears
and said that they had.
"I handed him this list," she said

subscribe for

Why Snow Fall· la Flake·.

items of interest to himself and

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

la

Kasy

use.

Contains

no

in·

a

household.

Inflammation. COLP

"v

HEAD

K. W.

CIIAlUliGK,

er

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

w.

•Vest Snmnei

South Pariâ,

well thut he would Jump into u quart
bottle all London would go to see him
do It. The wuger being made, an advertisement was inserted in all of the
leading papers promising that the feat
would be performed 011 a certulu date
ut the llaymarket theater. On the appointed day the theater was packed
from pit to dome, and many hundreds
The supwere turned from the doors.
posed mugiclun appeared on the stuge
and had the temerity to stute thut If
the audience would pay double the

cmiVDiiEK,

you

Maire

....

the

One Year For $1.75.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

i·:.

us

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Iuip
This brazen imposture on the credulity of the English public woe the result
of u wager between the L)uke of Montague and another nobleman in 1740.
In discussing the amazing gullibility
of the English people the former declared that if one were to advertise It

make money from the farm.

CUT THIS OUT—5END TO-DAY

If In want of any kind'of Finish for Inside or
lutelde work, send In your orders 4Mue Lum
ter anil Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

lloai.

will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm-

Builders' Finish !

drops.

improvement*

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

Any person sending

I

Heals and 1'rotccts the Membrane. Restores
the Sense* of Taste and Smell. Large Size SO
or by mall. Trial Size 106· by
rente, at Druggists
·
mall.
KLY BROTHERS, M Warren Street. New York

with the utmost mathematical regular
lty around different centers.
Each crystal of snow, as of anything
else. Is therefore α more or less perfect geometrical solid. The most com
plote snow crystals are formed In a
clear ntmosphere, where there Is nothing to retard the gradual process of
crystallization or molecule construction
Ibdn, on the other hand, being a liquid,

admirably

wants

iurlous drug.
Itlsqulckly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
')pens ami cleanses the1
Allays

supply your
for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
every

will

Balm I

pleasant toi

and

which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

family.

FOR

Cream
Ely's and

methods

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

CATARRH

Snow falls tu the earth In flakes because It is water solidified lu starllkc
crystals, each snowllake being usually
uiade up of several crystals, which art
excessively light ou account of the
large quantity of air among the froseu
particles. The snow crystals arise from
the slow passage of the water vapor
of clouds, when the temperature falls
below freezing point, into the Bolld con
dltlon, the falrylike transformation
taking place by the tiny Independent
particles of water grouping themselves

to give hjm the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

to

TH£

CUBE

NEEDS

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Weekly Newspaper

CLEAN tlNU
ΑΛΊ» HEALIKiK

"And." she continued, while her
friend read the list, "he missed nearly
half of them!"—London Tit-Bits.

a

Good Local

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

"1'hthisls, photochromy, gnomtometrical, hypochondriasis, parachronism,
phlegmasia doleus, syncategorematlc,
nntinomlanlsm, pseudaesthesia."

Farmer

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

L. M. TUFTS,

words:

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

between sobs, ilshing from her pocket
paper which she gave to her friend
and which vontalued the following

Every

Every

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

a

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will please send to the address below The Oxford

Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have!
some nice trades in second
land instruments.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
:ase, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

:

price he wuuld enter a piut bottle, for|185.
,
8hown on the sta^e table, insteud of
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
the quart flask, as furnished. He then
iew, for $900, worth |250.
hurriedly escaped by the stage door.
One second hand Ivers 4 Pond piano,
theater
which
the
A riot resulted. In
$300.
valnut case, for
was badly wrecked, and the duke und
I have a nice oak ease organ at Rumhis companion had to leave town untU ] ord
Falls, 11 stops, that I will eell at a 1
the excltemeut wr.s well over.
trade.

QUAKER RANGE

$ÎI50,^ortli

p-eat

One second hand Estey organ at South
thtpi' Treaanre Chamber·.
'arie, almost new, for $55.
The specie room on the ocean steamOne second hand Worcester organ, 11
ship Is α very Important Institution. It
for §45.
Is locuted In an out of the way place 1 tops, in nice condition,
One second hand Dyer <£ Hughes, six
amidships, nnder the saloon. Few of
never been hurt,
the passengers know of lta existence · ictave, walnut case,
for $65.
'
cost
hat
1123,
is
caror of the valuable treasure that
One second hand square piano, a nice
rled across the ocean with them. The
< me, for $115. worth $140.
room varies on different ships, but is
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
usually about sixteen feet long by ten
wide and eight feet high. It Is constructed of steel plates oné-fourth Inch
thick and strongly riveted together. The
ΒΠΧ'ΐνβΗ BLOCK,
floor, the celling and the walls are also
made of steel plûtes. There Is a heavy ,
Uni»»»·
IfWlh PnrU.
door, also made of steel. It Is provided with a variety of combination lock
that is said to be burglar proof. The
gold and silver are usually In bars, but
A number of good young cows,
occasionally a quantity of coin In bags
One pair
1 deluding two new milch.
Is shipped.
f tteers. fancy matched, white faces,

W. J.

!

Wheeler,

For Sale.

C ne and one-half years old, all handy,
The Whlstlla* Toad.
One horse, weight à"
In the Caribbeun islands there Is a I our shotes.
toad that whistles.
The creature le e leven hundred, good single or dou(
common to the mountains, indulges In ^
le. One good box heater. Call on
Its musical practice mostly at night,
J
0 r address,

and woe to the person who tries to
Bleep in Its vicinity. Mme. Toad perches
on top of a tree fern close to youi
window and begins her serenade. She
whistles a couple of hundred stanzas
that smite the eardrum like thunder,
Travelers who have experienced the
"music" of the whistling toad say that
the only way to obtain a wink of sleep
when once Mme. Toad tunes up is to
?ut your head under the pillow or «top
ip your ears with cotton.

€ >

—

J

It is a wonderful tonic and builder of
Makes weakly chilfleeh and muscle.
For over SO
dren strong and robust.
years lined and praised hy mothers
everywhere. 33 rent» at all drugglsta.

Atlanta Constitution.

The

111 <>

l)ost

EXACT COPY or WRAPPER
W.'V

li has occurred to me that you ought,
therefore, to furnish the dinner to All
them." Saying which he eet upon Mr.
Chimp and ate him up. The trousers
then fitted tight.
It doesn't pay to fool every one.—

fulls In

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Remedy for Constipa

Γιοη. Sour Stomarh, Diarrhoea

Ills of

esty, but. you see, some people are
easy, and all you have to do Is to fool
ihem a little." And he went on stitching and singing to himself the refrain,
"Under the llamboo Tree-e-e-e."
"Look
Just then the Hon appeared.
here," he said sharply, "you left these
trousers wide to make room for dinner,

of

Not Narcotic

another fellow In just my size. IIow
in the name of goodness did you ever other lines.
expect me to appear lu the courtroom
F.
with such things as these?"
Franklin
his
tailor
said
harf,
"Oh, your majesty,"
bluntly and without rising, as he should
Portland, Me
have done, "that's all right; you see,
these were made loose because I know
I
your majesty's great appetite, and
felt that I should lea^e room for your
majesty's dinner."
"You're a clever knave," laughed the
Liver, stomach and bowel comlion. "1 hadn't thought of that." And
plainte, blood disorder», feverish·
neu, nervousness, and thu IrritaofT he ambled.
ting and debilitating condition»
brought on hy worma, are <|Ui<-kly re"Ha. ha!" said the chimp when he
lleved and permanently cured hy
had gone; "that's a Ile I told his maj-

J.

Signature

Promoles Digestion.Cheerfuh

91-00.

....

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

MAJE8TY'S ΑΡΡΚΤΓΓΒ."

A.

J.

PENLEY.

Stray Heifer.

Came into my e nclosure Oct. 8
ς Iwner may have same by proving
"

roperty and paying charges.
A. C. THURLOW,
South Paris.

DeWttV· E» Sah·

I

QUAKER MODEL are easy
:o remove as they are put

( )n

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

Seorge

,nd

50 cts.. w..k
Hobbs'

W.

Variety Stort, Norway.
i

1

nickel rails in the

The

«VI

--

1

Always Bought

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wha»f, Boston,

fleet oi abeep

tre^paènt.

\

snd

Rtaerooms,

.,„»»»

ft

and therefor·

Portlnnd to Boston,

ebe eZclaim·
w«ror-

h

«"

|

nd keep on taking Rocky Mountain Tea.
rln SUvena; F. L· Shurtleff Λ Go.

lectmen, Chestervllle, Maine

use,

give you this testimonial."—
W.Thornton, Chairman Se-

REDUCED RATES.

entirely removed.
Oilcloth may be kept bright for many
"Sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks re- years if properly varnished each year
stored by using De Witt's Little Earig with some good varniah.
CATARRH AND HAY FEVER.
A few tablespoonfuls of kerosene oil
Risers," so writes S. P. Moore, of NaLiquid Cream Balm is becoming quite
cogdoches, Tex. A certain cure for in a pail of warm water will facilitate
In many localities as Ely1·
Small the polishing of mirrors and windows, ι is popular
biliousness, constipation, etc.
Cakes will nover burn at the bottom < Dream Balm solid. It is prepared for
pill—easy to take—easy to act. Sold by
when baking if a little salt is sprinkled ι ise in atomizers, and is highly prized by
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
ihose who have been accustomed to call
on the oven shelf under the cake tin.
a
An excellent and simple method of ιροη physicians for such
A man and woman who were riding in
are using and prescriban automobile in New Jersey got mar- making a lamp throw out a clear bright liany physicians
medicinal properties of
ried while the machine, which had light is to place a small lump of camphor ! ng it. All the
I be celebrated Cream Balm are contained
broken down, was being repaired. An- in the vessel with the oil.
which is 75 cents,
When you mop the floors add to each ! η the Liquid form,
other danger added to the automobile I
i ncluding a spraying tube. All drugtwo
water
warm
of
habit.
tablespoonfuls
pail
50 Warof carbolic acid. It leaves the wood in a | fists, or by mail. Ely Brothers,
ι en Street, New York.
Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Mary Simpson— sweet and healthy condition.
China, as eoon as bought, should be
"Everything disagreed with me and
"Mr. Bliggins seems very affectionate
baby until I used Hollister's Rocky placed in a vessel of cold water, each oward his
wife in public.11
a
Mountain Tea. Now baby sleeps and piece being separated from another by
"That isn't affection,11 answered Miss
grows like a weed." 35 cents. Tea or ittle hay or torn up newspaper. Grad"That's discipline.11
tablet form. Orin Stevens; F. Λ. Shurt- ually heat the water until it beoomes Cayenne.
leff 4 Co.
îearly boiling; then let it become cold.
Remove the china from the water and
Important to Mother·.
"Won't smoke, eh?" said Stinjay, the
This treatment will render the
wipe.
a»—cat·folly «very bottle of CÂBTOBIA,
as
he
at
his
own
weed.
"I
host,
puffed
ibina much less liable to crack than if
κ ufe and hn remedy for Infants sod children,
sau't imagine anything more enjoyable
ieed before being boiled.
lad m« that It
than a good cigar after dinner."
moths may often be got rid of
Carpet
"Indeed?" replied the disgusted guest,
the floor with hot, strong
Bean the
/T .y/Γ^.
'thej why do you deny yourself that >y scrubbing
alted water before laying the carpet,
Signature of
pleasure?"
week
or
each
two
>nd a light sprinkling
Ci Us· tor Over SO Tear·.
"I was troubled with constipation and >f salt brushed in.
The Kind Ton Ban Always Boo*ht.
itomach troubles, lost flesh, my comBeeewax and salt will make rusty flat>lexion was ruined; Hollister's Rocky tons as clean and smooth as glass. Tie
Kountain Tea brought back my health
lump of wax in a rag and keep it for
"Hear you!ve been speculating, old
rod complexion."—Mary
Allen, St. bat purpose. When the irona are hot
did you realize?"
ub them first with the wax rag, then n tan. What
xrais. 35 cents. Orin Stevens; F. A.
"I realized that I was a blamed fool,1'
cour with a paper or cloth sprinkled
thurtleff Λ Co.
r «piled the other man, sorely.
rith salt.
A Visionary. Renfleld—So yon think
Hot water will often restore flowers to
le is trying to accomplish too much in
THOUSANDS CURED.
reshness, even when every petal is
iterature?
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve baa cored
Place the stems in a cup of
rooping.
Merritt—Yes; he is trying to make a I
"I bought
oiling water, and leave them until tl lousands of casas of Pile·.
iving in it.
Hazel Salve on
very leaf is smoothed ont; then cut a box of DeWitt'a Witch
I the enda of the stems, and put the tl ιβ recommendation of oor druggist," so
raint no use to ait down and whine,
w rites C. H. LaCroix, of Zavalla, Tex.,
7hen no fish set tangled in your line;
ouquet into lukewarm water.
"
oaie of Pile·,
a
ate jour hook with a bumble bee,
I A crib with hair mattress and hair rod used it for stubborn
GOOD

Builds up

its

Portland Division.

~Â"oEAVY

surd fashion."
After the pretty creature had vanished
to join a party of friends at dinner a reflective mood stole over the friend, and
she thought how much better it would
be if there were more old-fashioned
wives.

No. 340.—Two Zigzags:

from

Eastern Steamship Company,

money?'

She shook her
dandruff can be made by taking half a
teaspoonful of borax and a heaping tea- ,
bave
spoonful of common sulphur. Pour
over them a pint of boiling water and
..IL!
sal·.
4
when cool bottle. Shake frequently for
three or four days and then strain.
Moisten the scalp with this four times a
"This custom of having two telephones
week.—Ex.
in the office baa its disadvantages, too,'1
Usefulness of Lemon.
eaid the business man. "We've got a
is
If you bave a throbbing headache, new office boy, and one of his duties
«lice a lemon and rub the bite over the to answer the telephone. The other day
brow, and the pain will soon go away. he heard the bell ring, and, coming to
If your hair ie falling out, rub slices of me, said: 'You're wanted at the'phone
lemon thoroughly into the roots and by a lady.'
"
'Which one?' I inquired, thinking
over the scalp, washing the head afterof the 'phones, of course.
wards with warm soft water.
"
'Please, sir,' stammered11 the boy, Ί—
Squeeze lemon juice into milk, rub
the mixture over the face and neck every I—I think it's your wife.1
night and you will rejoice in the fresh
LOAD.
glow of your complexion.
To lift that load off of the stomach
Massage your hands at night with a
mixture of lemon juice and glycerine, take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It digests
and wear large, old gloves, and you will what you eat. Sour stomach, belching,
be surprised to see how dazzingly white gas on stomach and all disorders of the
stomach that are curable, are instantly
they will become.
If you have a wart, or a vexatious relieved and permanently cured by the
Cure. S. P.
corn, rub lemon juice on with untiring use of Kodol Dyspepsia
zeal.
Storrs, a druggist at 297 Main Street,
"Kodol
says:
A cup of tea is always improved by New Britain, Conn.,
slices of fresh lemon, and we all know Dyspepsia Cure is giving such universal
how a well-mixed lemonade can revive satisfaction and is so surely becoming
the weary stomach. If you go on a the positive relief and subsequent cure
water voyage you must certainly take for this distressing ailment, I feel that I
it with you, for pure lemon juice will ira always sure to satisfy and gratify
it to
rout all giddiness and seasickness.—Ex. my customers by recommending
them. I write this to show how well
the remedy is spoken of here.'1 Kodol
The Old Fashioned Wife.
Dyspepsia Cure was discovered after
A pretty, young married woman said
of scientific experiments and will
years
to a friend the other day: "Mary is such
cure all stomach troubles.
positively
She has such Sold
an old-fashioned wife.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
by
queer notions about her duty to her husband and her home. Why, she declines
Mrs. Crimeonback—"Do you rememall invitations unless be Is included and ber what I told you, last night, when
is
circumstances
under
never
away you came home?"
any
from home when he returns at night.
Mr. Crimeonback—"Good ν gracions,
"Then she always gets up to breakfast iear! What sort of a mind do you supwith him and even goes so far as to pre- pose Pve got?"
pare certain favorite dishes for him inMOTHERS PRAISE IT.
such fussiness to the
stead of
leaving
She does not go away in the summer until he is able to go too, and, in
fact, she fusses over him in the most ab-

Rests

and Clear* the Brain

"The man laughed.
„
•4
Ά bachelor,1 he replied.

of a number oi snipe,

The Kind You Have

ially for general debility. I
have received great benefit

Digestion, Purifies the Blood

mea.ure,

SriSsA^-TT

cook.

Wonderful
Medicine

Ralitvet the

it waen
'What would you be now if.—ugn't

for my

For Infants and Children.

the True 'L. F." Atwood's
Bitters the best of all, espec-

er

quarrele betwee

|

in coal and wood.

AND OORHAM,

a

A

SïAfflfSs
were a

GASTORIA

"I have tried many kind· ef
medicines for headache and
bilious affections, and consid-

„®sS·

—

Spoiled the ΚΙΙιτΙ,
The professor had a well known educator as his guest and at dluner "asked
the blessing." as he thought, in a style I
ills 11 vethat argued long practice,
ye:ir-old daughter rather spoiled the

A

For Price and Particulars address,

also;dealer

you kuow If there le

1 will

wing.

SPECIALTY.

wun

';:L beheo" Éftroç.. *Λ££2.

louiparutIvph.
; it Is too
l>ou't go out on that

Bulling Powder And Delicious Flavoring Extract*,

quantity desired.

race·

»op»«f»i·

remedy

Ko. ΗΛΟ.—l'oftltlvrn and

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
CAR

3. Yodhort.

1. Dpluroli.
4. Auriuio. 5. Cluy.

k Met took containing 76 excellent receipts for using the Food mailed tree to any address.

In any

Name·.

2. Necfsar.

Corn

Chicago,

winning

s;r".5. «s-

toilet water, fresh ribbons, and so
forth. It's good to be iu my own room

"Look here." said the lion one day
to Lis tailor, tlie chimpanzee, "you are ι
the worst tailor I ever had. Just look
at these trousers you made me last
I Just wore them down today !
week.
to show you how miserably they fit, or,
rather, how they don't tit. Why, theyj
are big enough around the waist to put

j

:^ρβ: Λ-ou^b..··

brought the boys for a pet.
"But 1 am glad to be at home again
anil get Into my wrapper and slippers
I am enjoying my dresser, vials of

φ\

» PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY.

bel»g b">d.ome,

m.o,

"Tbîtï J-bL

No. 317.—Oar Trip.

1 can't finish tin· box for

Licensed Taxidermist,

t0"Th'rpr"''

BP"Ikam

Verne.

Find Ave hidden countries.
"Yes. I am glad we went. It was a
nice trip for the children. They saw η
cub and a mother bear In one of the
wildest plat-es. Our driver spied the
den. marked the site by a large tree,
went bark the next week, shot the old
bear and caught the cub, which he

eitltlon,

MASONIC BLOCK,

Th· famous Uttl· pill·.

Dt. Price, the

No. 3 K·.—Anaitruui

(paper),

NASH,

J. WALDO

w&sffsi^SS

The Trac "L f."

DON'T TRY TO FOOL
EVERY ONE

«M cptoi»

daiwhTnot>

If you your slip
Would k»< ρ from spii.h
Five things observe with race—
Of whom you akeps.
To whom you kapes.
And how ami when and hkeaw.

New

Why t<eloog to the latter cku» when a few
month-' study will place you In the former? Our
catalogue may aid > ou In deciding. Write for It.

rtfZ'ZSSSSr

S

ore.

IN STOCK COR SALE.

■hipConnecticutatherbuej.
•'What do you think about this bus»

three weeks, if the hair is massaged every night with some good tonic,
a wonderful improvement will be seen.
To massage, begin at the eyes, temples public.—Silk Bulletin.
and behind the ears, and gently draw
The Widow's Doubt.
the hands upward to the crown of the
«dentiste sav that the hair and nail·
head, rubbing the tips of the fingers in a
Some theory of that
crow after death.
circular movement.
The hair is parted every little space, so sort is needed to explain the experience
a widow at a Spiritualistic seance.
that the scalp may easily be reached
•
without getting the tonic on the hair.
No,« .aid the little widow empbatlThe tonic is then worked into the scalp cally. "I "ill never attend another
by massage. With the thumbs held at
asked herfriend. "Didn't
the back of the head at the base, the
finger tips aro pressed gently and firmly you have any acquaintance among
on every inch of the scalp.
in doubt about the materialize
Trained hands possess a
soothing
touch, which not only invigorates the
scalp, but relieves tenee nerves and
Tho rium
smooths away distracting headaches.
One of the most soothing treatments
known is to bathe the head in camomile
tea, an old fashioned remedy yet not
without its merits.
An inexpensive and efficacious hair
I «oold llke w koow."
grower is matte from pure castor oil
(two ounces) and eau de cologne (sixteen
ounces.) If the spirit is of the proper
"Oh!"
strength the oil is freely dissolved in it.
„
Cleanlinees of the scalp is absolutely
'«">·"
essential to the health and beauty of the
hair, but a thorough shampoo once in ful.
three or four weeks and a nightly brush"How email bave you felt?" ahe aaked
ing with a perfectly clean bristle brush
are quite sufficient in ordinary cases. anxiously.
#eit «
M
"Well" he replied, "I have ie«
When exposed to an unusual amount of
dust, thu hair should be protected by a small as aman in the presence of the
head plumber."
covering.
,,
♦'That isn't enough.
An excellent shampoo is made by
ppn»,thi"I have felt as small as the Prohib
shaving fine a cake of pure olive-oil soap
into a quart of boiling water. It may be tion nominee for vice-president.
She shook her head.
perfumed, if so desired. When cold it
catches
•Or a man when his wue ω»ι
will be about the consistency of jelly.
When needed for shampooing take him in a lie."
about two tablespoonfuls of the mixture
and add a small lump of soda, about the
""
W
made a rlBbteoo.
size of a filbert.
for removing president of a trolley line.
An excellent
two or

2. One
of the books of the Klble. 3. Motion.
4. The rank below that of baronet. 5.
7.
0. More deliberate.
Undivided.
Parts of Jt tlower. 8. To enroll, ϋ. Λ

Nan·.

Early Risers

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

tent on

Forget th·

*

α

plays.
Crosswords: 1. A retlectlou.

C. De WITT A CO., CHICAGO

Dost

[ JP

\nd

destroying

that came near to

An Αο'ή^Ι Story For
Little FolKs

»
»
of
maculately clean and only a frequent οηΛ a
rubbj.b
hftan of oxen
is called a drove, an
dipping in ammonia and water will
keep it in a proper condition.
To arrest falling hair, cure dandruff négation, anda
No. 344.—Doable Acroatle.
con*reg!Jn(1 a corPR of
and start a new growth of hair on the
My primais spell the name of a great head there is
like massage. In
nothing
his
of
one
finals
and
spell
my
poet,

rurxiia οιαν it

S.

Berlin,

In order to secure thorough cleanliness, it is not necessary to indulge in
daily, or even weekly, ablutions, for it is
quite possible to wash the hair too much ;
a
comb and brush are excellent
agents to employ for the purpose of
it
clean, vigorous and healthy.
keeping
The comb is intended for the hair only,
and not for the scalp, its mission being
to remove all tangles by separating the
individual hairs and preventing their
becoming matted together.
The hair should be brushed well night
and morning with a brush containing
moderately stiff bristlee, which should
always be kept most scrupulously clean.
This process of brushing the hair should
be done as firmly and gently as possible,
so as to ensure cleanliness and smoothness, and at the same time avoid any
injury to the scalp. Very stiff or wire
bristles should be carefully avoided.
Take care not to go at it too strenuously; brush gently but firmly, and from
the roots to the ends, with a single
sweep of the arm.
Above all, the brush must be im-

good

TfvE.

Natural Conclusion.

One of the consequences of
this is that at least seventy per cent of
the applications for advice to the toilet
columns of ladies' papers are upon the
subject of the hair. Premature grayness, baldness, dandruff and the thousand and one troubles to- which the hair four-in-hand and
is subject, may be traced, as a rule,
directly or indirectly, to want of sufficient care in keeping the ecalp in a

any

will be of auy service to you, or to any
suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
I'nited States.
Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, titty cents per box.

c«
fcandeomelf '.ûustmtwl weekly- I /irewt
Γογπι», IS
>'
itl<* _1·'««rriml.
culalK'ii "f ίίΤ
newsdealer*.
Tear: i"U' months, $L Sold by all

W. H.

neglected.

Ho. 843*—Familier Proverb·.

one

Scientific American.
Brmoch Offlee· 625 Κ St, WfttbtDtftoo. D.

Change face to sluggard.
Change notion to a long spear.

I did twenty-five years ago.
strong
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that

opinion fre# wneclief
I» probably ρ Uentable.
ti.KutI.J. lluait-iokoli I :Uent*
rati*·
•loll»
»
>1-l.-Ht
aI'1'ΠΟΤ for *wurir.tf pateilTs.
sent 1 γι'ρ.
Pikti-rits tiikfi throutih Muiiu A Co. recelT·
ill the
chHr.-e. mine
η "tic. wi'hout chHix-o.
ij,,,,.,;
(veut! nuttC.

\

of a

I
easy buggy.
J. b. cortox.
do not believe
I could hare raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a long distance and feel just
as

our

Beautiful hair adds to the attractions
pretty face, and half redeems a
plain one. No part of the body requires
more attention than the hair, and yet,
while pains are bestowed upon the complexion, the hands or the figure, this
adjunct of beauty is frequently almost

Mo. 342.—Word Paaale.
Each wortl contains five letter*
Change the bead and the tall.
Change sloping to intimate friend.

nor
distance
in
ride

EXPERIENCE

a

walk

Taking Care of the Hair.

even

50 YEARS'

Λητοηο sending
oulrnly aS' crtam

Twenty-Five

Feel

Him

not

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Oomepondenoe on topic· of lateral to the Udlc
la aoBolted. Addreee : Editor HOKXHXUM
Column, Oxford Democrat, Put·, lfalM.

Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak-

Carpets

Wool

A
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